that shortcomings were committed (God forbid) by Sayyidna YGnus ~_j,
r~~ in the fulfillment of his duty as a prophet, as correct.
And it is not hidden from the people of knowledge that commentators generally include Israelite reports in their Tafsirs about which all
of them agree that these are not authentic and trustworthy. No Islamic legal ruling can be based on them. It is only through the crutches of
these Israelite reports, whether they appear in the books of Muslim
commentators or in the book of Jonah, that this grave accusation can
be leveled against Sayyidna Yiinus ?Y.JI*2JL that 'he had committed
shortcomings in the fulfillment of his duties as a prophet.' No commentator of Islam has ever approved of it.
I
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And Allah, He is Pure and High and the Most Knowledgeable
and before Him is our plaint that He protects us from all errors and lapses.

Details of the Event relating to Sayyidni Yunus r % . &
lI
Part of the details of the event relating to Sayyidna YGnus r~~ .cj,
has been mentioned in the Qur'an while some of it has its proof in reports of Hadith and history. According to these sources, the people of
Sayyidna YEnus r U lLjC lived in the well-known place, Nineveh near
Mousel, Iraq. Their number has been given as more than one hundred
thousand in the Holy Qur'an. It was for their guidance that Allah
Ta'ala sent Sayyidna YGnus r ~ IThey
~ refused
.
to believe. Allah
Ta'ala asked Sayyidna YLnus ?K-~I
~ j to
s warn these people that Divine
punishment was going to overtake them within three days. Sayyidna
YGnus ?)LJI .cj, made the announcement before his people. When they
went in consultation with each other, they agreed that they had never
found Sayyidna YGnus ?Y.JILjs lying, therefore, this thing from him
was not to be ignored. Finally, they devised a plan to see whether or
c
among them a t his place during the
not Sayyidna YGnus ? U I ~ j stays
night. If he did, they were to understand that nothing would happen.
And if he went somewhere else from there, then, they should be certain that the punishment would descend upon them the next morning.
Sayyidna Yunus ,.UI+moved out of his dwelling place during the
night as Divinely commanded. When morning came, the Divine punishment, in the form of a cloud-like black smoke started hovering over
their heads tending to be descending down closer to them. They then

became certain that they all were going to be destroyed. Seeing this,
they looked for Sayyidna Yinus rUILj, so that they could confess to
their past denial, repent and believe with him as the witness. But,
when they did not find him, they took it upon themselves to come up
with repentance and prayers for forgiveness in the best spirit of sincerity a t their command. To do that, they left homes, came out on open
grounds, women, children and animals all huddled there. Wearing
rags, weeping and wailing, repenting and begging refuge from Divine
punishment, they made the whole area resound with a massive collective plaint. Allah Ta'Zlii accepted their repentance and removed the
punishment from them - as mentioned in this verse. Reports indicate
that this was 'AshGrZ, that is, the day of the tenth of Muharram.

+ was waiting outside the
On the other side, Sayyidna YGnus
township expecting that the Divine punishment will be about to hit
the people there. He knew nothing about how they had repented and
sought forgiveness. When the punishment stood removed, he started
worrying about himself for his people would now declare him to be a
liar - because he had announced that the punishment would strike
within three days. According to the law of those people, if a person
whose lying was known did not produce a witness in his support, he
would be killed. Sayyidna Yinus ? ~ - l Lj,
l
was concerned apprehending
that he would be declared a liar and killed.
The noble prophets are protected from every act of sin and disobedience, but are not set apart from others in terms of human nature
and temperament. At that time, Sayyidna YGnus r ~A&\ naturally
grieved that he had made the announcement as Divinely commanded
and now it was because of the announcement he made he would be declared a liar. How could he go back to his place under these circumstances and take the risk of being killed in accordance with the law of
his people? Deep in this anxiety, he started off with the intention of
getting out of that town until he reached the shores of the Mediterranean Sea. There he saw a boat being boarded by people. They recognized Sayyidna Y i n u s r%.t~ A& and let him board gratis. The boat
sailed. But, when it reached off shore, it stopped suddenly. It refused
to move any further, neither forward, nor backward. The boat people
made an announcement. They said that Allah had made their boat
special. When an oppressive sinner or a slave in flight boards it, the

boat stops on its own. So, they said, let that person show himself up so
that others do not suffer because of one person.
Sayyidna Yinus r)L-II
spoke out that he was the sinner and the
fleeing slave. As the act of leaving his town and boarding the boat was
prompted by a natural apprehension and not by Divine permission,
the dignified bearing of Sayyidna Yinus r)L-I~
4 as a prophet had no
hesitation in declaring this act, of coming towards the boat without
that permission, a sin. The rule was that no movement of a prophet
should have been without Divine permission. So he said, 'Throw me
into the sea and be spared of the punishment.' The people of the boat
would not do that. They drew lots so that the person thus named could
be thrown into the sea. By chance, the lot drawn had the name of
Sayyidna Y i n u s i ~ +
I on it. They were intrigued. They drew lots
again and again. But, as Divine decree would have it, the name that
kept appearing repeatedly was that of Sayyidni Y i n u s r ~ +.
I The
Holy Qur'an mentions this drawing of lots and the incidence of the
name of Sayyidna Yinus r~~ Ljt being drawn therein (to be the one to
be thrown overboard): &5 &
,Sd(and he drew lots and was
among the losers - 37:141).
&
.J

This dealing of Allah Ta'ala with Sayyidna Yinus ? L J l &A was in
view of his special status as a prophet. He had done no contravention
of any Divine command that could be called sin or disobedience - for
that matter, there exists no possibility of these issuing forth from any
prophet because they are ma'sim (Divinely protected). But, it was not
appropriate to the high station of a prophet that he would transfer to
another place without Divine permission simply on the basis of natural apprehension. It was this contra-dignity conduct which brought
displeasure and resultant action.
On the one hand, names were being drawn in lots. The named was
waiting to be thrown overboard. On the other hand, a large fish under
Divine orders was lurking by the boat with her mouth agape, waiting
for the incumbent to be thrown into the sea and right into her belly.
Allah Ta'ala had already commanded the fish that the body of Sayyidna Yunus r)L-Il 4that was to be deposited in her belly was no food for
her, instead, was his home for a while. When Sayyidna YGnus ? W ILj,
was lowered into the sea, the fish received him. Sayyidni 'Abdullah
ibn Mas'id
&I dJ
said that Sayyidna Yiinus ?)L-II "j, lived in the belly

of the fish for forty days. It would take him down to the sea bed and to
nautical journeys far and wide. The period of his stay in the belly of
the fish has also been reported as, five, and one day and few hours.
(MazharI) Only Allah Ta'alZ knows the truth about it. Living in that
+made the following du'g
state, Sayyidnz YGnus
,/8
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There is no god but You. Pure are You. Indeed, I have been of
the wrongdoers - 21: 87.

Allah Ta'ala accepted this prayer and Sayyidni YGnus ? Y J I Lj, was
put on the shore alive and unharmed.
But, the heat in the belly of the fish had left no hair on his body.
Allah Ta'ala caused a gourd vine to grow near him. Even the shade
provided by the leaves on it became a blessing for SayyidnG Yunus Ljs
?)L-ll.And signaled by Allah Ta'ala, a wild goat would come every morning and evening, stand near him and he would have milk to drink.
Thus, Sayyidna YGnus ?XJI & was alerted to that slip, and later
on, his people too came to know the whole story.
In this story, as for parts that have been mentioned in the Qur'an,
or stand proved from authentic narratives of Hadith, they are certain.
The rest of them come from historical reports - and no ruling of Islamic law can be based on them.

Verses 99 - 100

Had your Lord willed, all those on earth would have
believed altogether. Would you, then, compel people, so
that they become believers? [991

And it is not for any one that he believes except with
the will of Allah. And He makes filth settle on those
who do not understand. [loo]

Verses 101 - 103

Say, "Look a t what is there in the heavens and the
earth?" But, signs and warners do not suffice a people
who do not believe. [ l o l l
So, are they waiting for nothing short of something like
the days of those who have passed before them? Say,
"So wait. I am with you, among those waiting." [lo21
Then We (used to) save Our messengers and those who
believed. Similarly, it being on Us, We shall save the believers. [lo31

Verses 104 - 107

Say, "0 people, if you are in doubt about my Faith,
then, I do not worship those you worship beside Allah.
Rather, I worship Allah who brings death to you. And I
have been ordained to be among the believers, [I041 and

that I should make myself firm on Faith, being upright,
and never be among the Mushriks."" [I051
And do not invoke, other than Allah, what neither benefits you nor harms you, for, if you do so, then you will
surely be one of the unjust. C1061
And if Allah brings some harm to you, then, there is
none to remove it except He. And if He intends to bring
some good to you, then, there is none to turn His grace
back. He brings it to whomever He wills from among
His servants. And He is the Most-Forgiving, the Very
Merciful. 11071

Verses 108 - 109
/

Say, "0people, the truth has come to you from your
Lord. So, whoever accepts guidance accepts it to his
own benefit, and whoever goes astray does so to his
own detriment. And I am not responsible for you." [lo81
And follow what is being revealed to you, and be patient until Allah gives His judgment, and He is the best
of judges. [log]

Alhamdulil1;ih
The commentary on
Siirah Yinus
Ends here.

':'Mushriks: those who associate partners to the divinity of Allah.
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Sirah H i d : 11 : 1- 5

Surah Hud is Makki and it has 123 Verses and 10 Sections

Verses 1 - 5
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With the name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Very Merciful
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Alif, Lfi,RE (This is) a book the verses of which have
beenI made firm, then elaborated by a Being All Wise,
All Aware, [I] (with an order) that you worship none but
Allah - surely, I am for you a Warner from Him, and a
bearer of glad tidings [21- and that you seek forgiveness
from your Lord, then, turn to Him in repentance. He
shall, then, provide you with good things to enjoy for a
given time, and bestow His added grace on everyone of
excellence. And if you turn away, then, I fear for you
the punishment of a great day. [3J To Allah is your return and He is powerful over everything. [41 Beware,
they bend their chests to hide from Him. Beware, when
they make their clothes a cover, He knows what they
hide and what they expose. Surely, He is All Aware of
what lies in the hearts. [5!

Commentary
Surah Hud is among the SGrahs that describe the coming of several
kinds of mass punishments triggered by Divine displeasure as well as
the horrendous happenings of the fateful day of Judgement and its
outcome in the form of individual reward and punishment, all in a
manner that is unique.
For this reason, when a few strands of hair in the blessed beard of
had turned visibly grey, Sayyidna Abu
the Holy Prophet +, +L 91
Bakr
&I dJ
expressed his concern by saying: ' Y a Rasdallgh, you
have become old.' He said: 'Yes, SGrah HGd has made me old.' There
are reports which also add Surah al-Waqi'ah, al-Mursalat, 'Amma Yatasa'alun (an-Naba') and at-Takwir with SGrah H i d . (Reported by al-Hakim
and Tirmidhi)

The sense articulated through the Hadith given above was to highlight that such was the awe and terror inspired by the mention of
these happenings that it caused the emergence of the signs of old age.
The first verse of the SGrah opens with the letters: >I (alif; lam, r a .
These are isolated letters the meaning of which is a secret between Allah Ta'alii and His Rasul. Others have not been informed about it.
Rather, they have been prohibited from even worrying about it.
After that, about the Holy Qur'an it was said that it was a book the
(muhkam) is
verses of which are made 'muhkam' (firm). The word:
(ihkzm) which means such a correct balancing of meaningful
from: +I
speech as would not leave the probability of any error or disorder in
word or meaning. Based on this definition, the making of these verses
'muhkam,' firm or established would mean that Allah Ta'iila has made
these verses such as do not admit of any likelihood and probability of
any error in words, or disorder in meanings, or defect, or falsity.

+

(Qurtubi)

And Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas .
:
.
d
l dJ
has said t h a t
' m u h k a m ' (firm) a t this place stands in contrast to ' m a n s &h'
(abrogated). And the sense is that Allah Ta'ala has made the verses of
the Qur'an as a whole firm, non-abrogated - that is, the way earlier
Books, Torah, Injil etc. were abrogated after the revelation of the
Qur'an. But, after the revelation of this Book, since the very chain of
the coming of prophets and revelations came to an end, therefore, this

Book will not be abrogated until the last day of QiyZmah. (Qurtubi) As
for the abrogation of some verses of the Qur'an through the Qur7anitself, it is not contrary to this.

In the same verse, given there was another standing feature of the
Qur?an:&P5!
(thumma fus--lat) that is, 'then these verses were elaborated'. The real meaning of tafsi7 or elaboration is to separate two
things and make them distinct from each other. For this reason, different sections in ordinary (Arabic) books bear the heading of 'Fasl'. At
this place, the elaboration of verses could also mean that the verses
concerning beliefs, acts of worship, dealings, social living, morals etc.
have been separated from each other and described clearly.
And it could also mean that, as far as Allah Ta'ala's will is concerned, the entire Qur'an had already been embedded in the Preserved
Tablet (al-lawh al-mahfGz). But, later it was revealed bit by bit in
many installments as necessitated under different conditions prevailing anlong peoples and countries, so that its preservation could become
easy and acting in accordance with it also turns out to be functionally
convenient.
After that, it was said:
that is, all these verses have
+ *
come from a Sacred Being who is absolutely and simultaneously Wise
and Aware. In other words, there are so many considerations of wisdom ingrained in everything that issues forth from Him. It is impossible for human beings to encompass them all. Then He is fully aware of
every particle, present now or to be present in the future, of this multifaceted universe. He knows all states of their existence as it is and as
it will be and releases His commands keeping all this in sight. This is
not like what human beings do. No matter how intelligent, smart and
experienced they may be, their reason and vision are still cordoned by
a limited frame of reference. Their experience is the product of what is
around them. And this, mostly, proves to be unsuccessful, even wrong,
especially when it concerns what would happen in the future under
different times and conditions. (Interestingly enough, the observations of the
commentator apply to what we now know as the intellectual phenomena of Futurology
with its pundits, fellow travelers and dabblers all over the world, including Pakistan!
- tr.).

From the second verse begins the delineation of one of the most important and foremost themes, that of Tauhid, the Oneness of Allah

6 ' ; P g r cS /

Ta'ala. It is said: &IY L I , ~YI (that you worship none but Allah). It
means that among things stated in these verses the most important
and foremost is that no one else should be worshipped except the One
Allah.
r efor
l ~you
, a warAfter that, it was said: ~ ~ ~ & ~ , & f $ ! ( ~ Iuam
ner from Him, and a bearer of glad tidings). It means that the noble
has been commanded to tell the whole
messenger of Allah +, 4 &I
world through these verses that he was for them a carrier of warning
(against disobedience) and a bearer of glad tidings (of blessings in this
life and in the life to come) from Allah.
The word: ,j; (nadhG) is usually taken to mean a person who puts
the fear of something into someone's heart. But, this word is not used
to denote a fear-generating enemy or beast or others that harm. Instead of that, nadh.6- is applied to a person who, out of his love and affection to someone, warns him against and saves him from some harmful things. These could be things that harm in this world and might as
well could be those that bring harm in the Hereafter.
Out of the instructions given in these verses of the Qur'an, the sec;fj
ond one appears in the third verse in the words: $,$
(and that you seek forgiveness from your Lord). It means that, in these
verses of firm and established meaning, Allah Ta'alZ has also instructed His servants to ask for forgiveness and pardon from their Lord, and
make their Taubah before Him. Forgiveness (maghfirah) relates to
past sins and Taubah (repentance) relates to the resolve of not goicg
near these anymore. And, in reality, a correct and true Taubah is no
more than being ashamed of past sins, praying to Allah that they be
forgiven and resolving firmly that they would not be repeated in future. Therefore, some righteous elders have said that seeking forgiveness from Allah only verbally - without having made a firm resolution,
and the necessary arrangements to implement it, in order to remain
safe from future sins - is the Taubah (repentance) of liars ( a l kadhdhzbh). (Qurtubi) Or, as it was said poetically:

$$g@y~jy&~

'Sin laughs at my style of seeking forgiveness'
or that such repentance is itself worth being repented.
After that, glad tidings of the finest fruits of success in Dunyaand

'Bhirah have been given to those who repent and seek forgiveness by
4
. 9
0°~l+.gG,9>w,9
p+ (He will, then, provide you with good
saying:
&.I 3,
things to enj& for a given time). It means that those who genuinely
seek forgiveness for their past sins and firmly resolve to abstain from
these in future and do what it takes to implement their resolution,
then, not only that their error will be forgiven, they would also be
blessed with a good life. And it is obvious that 'life' here carries a general sense that includes life in the mortal world as well as the life in
the Hereafter. It is about such people that the Qur'an has said else' F,
where: '6z
s4
(We shall certainly give them good and pure life 16:97). According to the investigations of the majority of commentators,
both the lives of ~ u n ~ a a 'nBdh i r a h are included in the sense of this
verse as well. This has been further clarified in Surah Nuh. The ad:-U
&~f'
I
dress is to the seekers of forgiveness. It was said: I:I;~@
'
-! '
4 J*~P~
IQ'$-;&'J=I~
~
(if you
seek for~ ~ ~ p ~
;
- means:
~ +
! were
~ to 2
giveness from Allah genuinely), Allah Ta'ala shall send the sky showering over you (the rains of His mercy) and bless you with wealth and
children and make for you gardens and bring for you rivers - 71:ll). It
is obvious that the mercy of rains and the blessings of wealth and children relate to the life of the present world.
$
7
.

I'

'
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That is why most of the commentators have taken the expression

62G G (good things to enjoy) to mean the worldly enjoyments. According to them the sense is that, 'Allah Ta'ZlZ shall bless you with extended sustenance and easy modalities of comfort and protect you from calamities and punishments - as a result of the forgiveness you seek and
the repentance you show. And since this worldly life must end some
day, the enjoyment of its comforts cannot become eternal under the
9 ,* /
law of nature. Therefore, by adding the caveat: -&.I
J;)!(fora given
time), it has been stressed that the 'good things to enjoy' in the present
world will be available up to a particular time, that is, the time of
death. On the final count, death will eliminate all these things.
But, soon after this 'death,' the life of the other world will begin,
and there too, eternal comforts will be available to those who repent
and seek forgiveness.
And Sahl ibn 'Abdullah JU JJI-, said, 'The meaning of 'good
things to enjoy' is that one's attention bypasses the created and remains fixed on the Creator.' Some other men of Allah have said, 'The

reality of 'good things to enjoy' is that one remains content with what
is available and worries not for what is not.' In other words, one
should be satisfied with as much as is within easy reach in this world
and should not eat his heart out for what he does not have.
Of the glad tidings given to those who repent and seek forgiveness,
the second appears in the following words:
& jip 9 z ( a n d bestow
His added grace on everyone of excellence). Here, the first 34, (fa&: excellence) refers to one's good deed, while the second 'fadl' denotes Divine grace or bounty, that is, the Paradise. Put simply, the sense is
that Allah Ta'ala shall bless every doer of good deed with His grace,
that is, Paradise.
A promise was made of Good Life, both in Dunygand Ahhirah, in
the first sentence, and of everlasting blessings of Paradise, in the sec,&& 36i$$ $ 5 ; ~
(And if you
ond. After that, it was said: g..?
turn away, then, I fear for you'tke punishment of a great day). That is:
'If you turn away from the good counsel given to you, fail to seek forgiveness for your past sins, and fail to remain safe against sins in the
future, then, there is a strong likelihood that you will be seized by the
punishment of a great day'. It refers to the day of Qiygmah for it would
be a day of one thousand years and, also in terms of what ominous
things would transpire in it, it will be the gravest.

c5+~k

In the fifth verse, the theme has been emphasized further. Let man
do what he elects to. Let him live the way he fancies. But, ultimately,
once dead, man has to return to Him and He is powerful over everything. It is not a t all difficult for Him to have each particle man is
made of reassembled after he is dead and becomes dust and see to it
that there rises the man he was, all over again.
The sixth verse carries a refutation of what the hypocrites and the
disbelievers do. They try to camouflage their hostility, and their antagLjs dl A,
as deftly as
onistic activism against the Holy Prophet
they could. Their hearts blaze with malice and enmity but they maintain a cool front, find all sorts of covers to hide their true identity and
intention and surmise that no one would find out who they were really
and what they were doing actually. But, the truth of the matter is that
Allah Ta'ala knows it all, that which they let come out in the open and
that which they conceal behind all sorts of clothes, covers and curtains: i:i%t~+I?# Slbecause, 'He is All Aware of [even] what lies in the

+,

hearts.'

*;

Verses 6 - 8
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And there is no creature on earth whose sustenance is
not on Allah. And He knows its permanent and its temporary place. Everything is in a clear book. [61
And He is the One who created the heavens and the
earth in six days and His throne was on water so that
He might test you as to who among you is better in
deed. And if you say, "you shall be raised after death,"
the disbelievers will surely say, "This is nothing but
sheer magic." [71
And if We defer the punishment for them for a certain
time, they shall say, "What is holding it back?" Beware,
the day it visits them, it shall not be turned back from
them and they shall be besieged by what they used to
ridicule. [81
Commentary

Mentioned in the previous verse was the all-encompassing knowledge of Allah Ta'ala from whom nothing is hidden, nothing from the tiniest particle of the universe down to the secrets of the hearts. It is in
consonance with it that the first verse (6) mentions a great favor bestowed on human beings - that Allah Ta'ala has Himself taken the responsibility of providing their sustenance. Then, this is not restricted
to human beings alone. It extends to every living form that walks over

the earth. Its sustenance reaches it where it lives or goes to. That being the state of affairs, the intentions and efforts of disbelievers and
hypocrites to hide things from Allah Ta'ala are nothing but ignorance
and senselessness. Then, taken in a general sense, it would include all
beasts, birds, insects and all animals of the land and the sea. To intensify this generality, the word: (min) has been added and the text
reads: ,?I;& K; (and there is no creature). Dgbbah is any creature that
moves on earth. Birds are also included there because their nests are
also located somewhere on the land. That creatures living in water
have also a connection with the surface of the earth is no secret. Allah
Ta'ala has taken the responsibility of providing sustenance for all
these life forms and has put it in words which give the impression of a
& (its sustenance is on
duty imposed on someone. It was said: G4$i
Allah). It is obvious that there is no power that could put a liability on
Allah Ta'alG. What really happened is that Allah Ta'iilii himself has
made this promise out of his grace and mercy. But, this promise comes
from One who is True and Merciful. There is no probability of things
happening otherwise, counter to the promise. This is a matter of certi('a12
tude. It is to express this element of certitude that the word:
on) has been introduced a t this place - a word used to describe duties,
although, Allah Ta'ala takes no orders from anyone, nor is He responsible for something as obligated or necessary.
,4

Lexically, jjj rizq (sustenance, provision or livelihood) means something from which a creature procures its food and through which the
body grows and the soul survives.
According to the lexical meaning of the word 'rizq', it is not necessary that whoever has it should also be its owner - because, rizq is given to all animals, but they are not its owners. They are not cut out for
ownership. Similarly, infants are not the owners of their rizq, but it is
given to them.
In terms of this general sense of rizq, 'Ulama' have said that rizq
could be bald (lawful) and it could also be haram (unlawful), because
for a person who eats up what belongs to the other person, that property, no doubt, becomes his food, but so it becomes only unlawfully.
Had this person not used unfair means blinded by his greed, he would
have received the h a l a (lawful) rizq reserved and appointed for him.

Removal of a doubt against the Divine Responsibility of Rizq
A question arises at this stage. When Allah Ta'alZ has taken the responsibility of providing food for every creature, why is it that there
are many animals and human beings who die of hunger and thirst for
the reason that they do not get food or water? The 'Ularni? have given
several answers.
One possible answer is that the responsibility of rizq is there until
comes the appointed time, that is, until comes the end of the years of
life. When these years are over, one has to die, pass away from this
world, the common causes of which are diseases, or accidents like
burning, drowning, injury and wounds. Similarly, there could also be
the reason that the rizq for the incumbent was stopped and which
caused death.
Imam al-Qurtubi, under his comments on this verse, has mentioned
an event related to Abu Miis;, Abu Malik and some others from their
tribe of Banu al-Ash'ar. When these people reached the blessed city of
Madinah after their Hijrah, the wherewithal of their journey was all
used up. They sent one of their men to the Holy Prophet +, r-jc &I&
in the hope that he would make some arrangement for their meals.
When this person reached his door, he heard the Holy Prophet .&I&
9, L
j
, zTi& j
;(And there is no
+, r-jc reciting the verse: rii,
$1 3
creature on earth whose sustenance is not on Allah - 6). Hearing this
verse, the person, thought that Allah has Himself taken the responsibility of providing rizq for all life forms, human or non-human, then,
we Ash'arites too would not be any worse than the animals in the sight
of Allah. He shall, most certainly, give us our rizq. With this thought
in his mind, he turned from the door and left. He simply said nothing
s & about why he was there. After having
to the Holy Prophet +, ~ j JJI
returned to his tribe, he said, 'Rejoice, my friends. The help of Allah is
coming for you.' His Ash'ari companions took his words in a different
sense. They thought that their emissary sent to the Holy Prophet &
+, & JJI was talking about the success of his visit and that the Holy
&I
had promised to make arrangements for what
Prophet +,
they needed. Naturally, they found the news good and felt satisfied.
Hardly had they sat down when they saw two men bringing a trencher, a large wooden tray, full of meat and bread. The carriers gave all
this food to the Ash'arites who ate it to their fill. When food was still
'r.

left, they thought it would be nice to send the rest of the food to the
so that he could use it as he deemed fit.
Holy Prophet ,&,Ljs J-11
They had two of their men carry this food to the Holy Prophet g.
Later they all presented themselves before the Holy Prophet J-11
& and told him, 'YaRasilaLl~h,the food you sent was very nice
and very delicious.' He said, 'As for me, I never sent any food.'

+,

Then, they told him the whole story that they had sent one of their
men to him, the reply that he gave led them to believe that the food
Ljc &I & said, 'not
was sent by him. Hearing this, the Holy Prophet
by me, this was sent by the Most Sacred Being who has taken the responsibility of providing rizq to every living creature.'

+,

- -

According to some Hadith reports, when Sayyidna Musa ? U I
reached the Mount of TLr in search of fire, what he found there was
not fire but Divine light. He was made a prophet and asked to go to
Egypt so that the Pharaoh and his people could be brought on the
right path. At that hour, it occurred to him that he had left his wife in
a wilderness all alone - who would take care of her? To remove this
scruple from his heart, Allah Ta'ala asked Sayyidna MGsa ? U Icjc to
strike his rod a t the rock in front of him. When he did what he was
asked to do, the rock split and out came yet another rock. He was
asked to strike his rod a t that too. He did that, the rock split and out
came the third rock from it. He was asked to strike his rod a t that too.
It split and coming out from it he saw a creature holding a green leaf
in his mouth.
No doubt, Sayyidna MLsa rXJl& believed in the perfect power of
Allah Ta'ala even before, but what one sees with one's eyes has an effect of its own. So, when Sayyidna MGsa ?HYllLjf saw this, he took off
for Egypt right from that spot. He did not even stop to tell his wife
that he had been commanded to leave for Egypt and that he was going
there.

Rizq for All: The Divine System is Unique
After having made the promise in this verse that Allah Ta'ala has
taken the responsibility of providing the rizq of every living creature,
things have not been left a t that. Instead, to put human beings further
(and He knows its permanent
a t ease, it was said: % i s ; d w + ;
and its temporary place - 6). Different explanati~nsof the words: +

(mustaqarr) and p~* (mustawda') have been reported but, lexically,
what Tafsir al-Kashshaf carries is the closest. It says that mustaqarr is
the place someone makes a permanent residence, or home; and mustawda' is a place where one stays temporarily to take care of something (as it appears in the translation of the text).
The sense being driven home is that the responsibility of Allah
~ a ' a l ashould not be taken on the analogy of responsibilities as assumed by peoples and governments of the world of our experience.
Here in this world, let us assume that there is a person or institution
that would take the responsibility of delivering your 'rizq' to you. In
that case, if you were going somewhere, you would inform that individual or institution that you were leaving your permanent place to go
somewhere else. Then, you will have to give a firm itinerary that you
will be living in such and such city or village, from such and such date
to such and such date, and that you wanted your provider to deliver
your rizq there! But, when things are 'on Allah' and under His responsibility, you do not have to take even this much of trouble because He
knows when you move and He knows when you do not and He knows
what you are doing in this or that state. He knows where you live permanently and He knows where you live temporarily. He needs no application, or advice or address to take care of your rizq. It is just delivered wherever you are.
In view of the all-encompassing knowledge and perfect power of Allah Ta'ala, only His will would have been sufficient to make everything
come out right - without the need to maintain a log book or master file
of work done. But, the only analogy weak man has is the analogy of
the system he is used to, therefore, he could have apprehensions of
possible errors and omissions. So, for his peace of mind, it was said: $
4 2 (Everything is in a clear book). This 'clear book' means the
Preserved Tablet (al-lawh al-mahfuz) which has a universal coverage
with full details of the sustenance, age, deed and things like that and
which are entrusted with concerned angels as and when needed.
$
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As narrated by Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar ~ ; d
s
ld Jand reported in the Sahih of Muslim, the Holy Prophet
dl & said, 'Allah
TaCZlahad written the destinies of all His creation fifty thousand years
even before the creation of the heavens and the earth.'

+, +

A lengthy Hadith narrated by Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud

&I

dJ

G , appearing in al-BukhZri and Muslim, reports the saying of the Holy
which is summarized as follows: 'Man goes
Prophet +,LjsrLll&
through different stages before his birth. When the parts of his body
are formed completely, Allah Ta'alE commands an angel who writes
down four things about him. One: Deeds he will do. Two: Years of life.
Even recorded there is the month, day, minute and breath count.
Three: Death: Where would he die and where would he be buried?
Four: Rizq: How much is his sustenance and how and where does it
have to reach him?' (And that it stands written in the Preserved Tablet (al-lawh al-mahfiz) even before the creation of the heavens and the
earth is not contrary to this).

Another manifestation of the all-encompassing knowledge and perfect power of Allah Ta'ZlZ has been mentioned in the second verse (7) 'And He is the One who created the heavens and the earth in six days
and (before creating these) His throne was on water.'
This tells us that water was created before the creation of the
heavens and the earth. As for the elaboration of the creation of the
heavens and the earth in six days, it has appeared in Surah HZ Mim
as-Sajdah (also called Surah Fussilat). There it has been said that the
earth was created in two days, mountains, river streams, trees and
means for the sustenance and survival of living creatures in two days,
then, the seven heavens in two days - 41:g-12).
According to Tafsir Mazhari, heavens mean everything high and
above and the earth means down and below. Day is the measure of
time which, after the creation of the heavens and the earth, is from
sunrise to sunset - although, at the time of the creation of the heavens
and the earth, neither did the sun exist nor its rising and setting.
It was also within the perfect power of Allah Ta'alE to create all
these things in the flash of a moment but, in His infinite wisdom, He
has made the system of this world gradual which is suitable for human temperament.
The purpose of the creation of the heavens and the earth has been
,909 9
identified a t the end of the verse by saying: ,-1T r r O&I
FKd(So that He
might test you as to who among you is better in deed).
This tells us that the creation of the heavens and the earth was not
the main purpose. The fact is that these were created for human be-

ings who act right, do better and, along with it, also make the best use
of what has been placed therein to run their lives. Finally, it is expected of them that they would ponder over these and would not miss to
recognize their Master and Lord (the Mdik, the Rabb).
The outcome is that human beings are the real purpose of the creation of the heavens and the earth. However, human beings are not all
alike. Among them there are those who believe and have faith. Then,
even among the later, there is someone, a man or a woman, who is the
best in deeds. And it goes without saying that, among the progeny of
Sayyidna Adam ?u+,
the best in deeds is our Rasul, on him the
blessing of Allah, and peace. Therefore, it is correct to say that the real
purpose of creating the entire universe is to bless it with the generous
presence of the Holy Prophet
+dl& (serving as a model right
through the Last Day). (Mazhari)

+,

There is something we should also take note of. Allah Ta'ala said:
among you is better in deed). He has said nothing about
the number of deeds. From here we learn that Allah Ta'iila favors the
quality of deed more than He does the abundance or profusion or frequency of good deeds such as, Salah, Sawm, Tilawah of Qur'an and
Dhikr of Allah. This beauty or excellence of deeds has been expressed
through the word: jLl (ihszn) in Hadith. Essentially, it means the doing of a deed for the good pleasure of Allah alone with no worldly motive attached to it. Then, it is also necessary to do it in a way that is
liked in the sight of Allah. This way has been demonstrated by the
Holy Prophet
+dl & through his conduct and he has made it necessary for his community to follow his Sunnah. In a nutshell, we can
say that a little done with total sincerity and according to Sunnah is
better than a lot more done with none, or less of the two.

b$si(who
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Described in the seventh verse is the condition of those who denied
that there was to be a Last Day and a Hereafter. Like chronic deniers
of the truth, when they do not understand (or do not want to understand) something, they would dismiss it as nothing but magic.
In the eighth verse, an answer has been given to people who doubted the warnings of punishment given by prophets, peace be on them.
Not willing to believe them, they used to ask them if they were true,
and if they were, why the punishment they warned them of would not
come?

Verses 9 - 14

And if We give man a taste of mercy from Us and then
take it away from him, he is then utterly desperate, ungrateful. [91
And if We give him a taste of comfort after he has suffered from some hardship, he shall say, "Evils have
gone away from me." He is, then, over-exulting, arrogant, [lo] except those who are patient and do good
deeds. Those are the people for whom there is forgiveness and a great reward. [ I l l

It is then expected of you that you will abandon some
of what is being revealed to you and that your heart
will be straitened thereby, because they say, "Why has
a treasure not been sent down to him or an angel not
come with him?" You are but a Warner. And Allah takes
care of everything. [I21
What? Do they say that he has fabricated it? Say, "Then
bring ten siirahs like it, fabricated. And call whomsoever you can, other than Allah, if you are true." [I31
So, if they do not respond to you, then be sure that it
has been sent down with the knowledge of Allah and

that there is no god but He. So, do you submit? 1141

Commentary
In the verses appearing above, it has been confirmed that the Holy
Prophet +, r-jc 11113, is a Messenger of Allah and an answer has been
given to those who engineer doubts about it. At the beginning, in the
first three verses (9-11), an instinctively bad human habit has been
mentioned with an instruction to Muslims that they should stay away
from it.
That man is naturally fickle-minded and haste-prone, and that he
tends to be consumed by his immediate condition and puts all concerns
of the past and future out of his mind, has been described in the first
two verses (9,lO). It has been said: 'If We let man taste a blessing and
then take it back, he loses courage and hope and turns ungrateful.
And if We let him taste a blessing after he has suffered from some
hardship, he forgets all about his suffering and starts bragging and
boasting.
In other words, man is given to hurry things, takes the present as
everything, does not bother to refer to the past or show concern for the
future, therefore, a suffering after a blessing makes him lose hope and
slide into ungratefulness. He never thinks that Allah who blessed him
first could bless him again. Similarly, if one gets comfort after suffering, then he, rather than recall his past suffering, turn to Allah and be
grateful to Him, starts waxing more proud and arrogant. In that state,
he forgets his past and goes about thinking that Allah's blessings were
his right, he has to have these, and that he remains under the impression that this was how he would continue for the rest of his life. So
heedless he becomes that it just does not occur to him that the way the
days of suffering did not continue any more, the same thing could happen to the days of comfort and they too could vanish.
Such is the state of human worship of the present and so tragic is
the penchant for forgetting the past and the present that a powerhungry man would not even blink to raise the edifice of his power on
the blood and dust of another man of power. Always looking up, he
would never look down to recall that this had been the fate of the man
of power before him. Sad ends and ill fates make no effect on him for
power in the present tastes good.

When people start worshipping the present and elect to remain
drunk with the state they are in, that is high time for Books of Allah
and His Messengers to come. When they do, they bring the lessonoriented events of the past into sharp focus for heedless man to see
things in this perspective and have a little concern for what would
happen to them in the future. The lesson they teach is: Ponder over
the changing conditions of the universe you are in and get to know the
power working behind these - great sermonizers from the Lord!

A perfect believer, in fact, a perfect human being is one who is able
to perceive the hidden Power behind every change, revolution, sorrow
and comfort, ignore their transitory phases, dismiss their material
causes as the sole explanation. The mark of a n intelligent person is
that he looks a t the originator or causer of causes more than he would
look a t causes, and it is with Him alone that he would relate to a s
firmly as possible.
In order to make such perfect models of humanity distinct from
those having common human
temperament, it was said in the third
,
verse (11):
l
k
i
j
s
$(except those who are patient and do
good deeds). It means that people exempted from this common human
frailty have two qualities: Sabr (patience) and al-'Amal a s - S a i h (good
deeds).

&I
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, (sabr) is used to convey a much wider range of meanThe word: +
ings in the Arabic language, much wider than conveyed by its translation as 'patience' in English. The real meaning of sabr is to tie, check,
stop or hold back. In the terminology of the Qur7anand Sunnah, to
hold the desiring human self back from going for the impermissible is
Sabr. Therefore, the sense of Sabr (patience) includes abstention from
all sins and doings counter to the dictates of the Shari'ah and al-IAmal
a s - S d i h (good deeds) covers all that is obligatory (fard), necessary
(wijib), Sunnah and recommended (mustahabb). The verse now comes
to mean that there are people who will not be affected by common human weaknesses. This will happen because they would have faith in
Allah and they would fear the reckoning of the Last Day of Qiy5mah.
They will abstain from everything disliked by Allah and His Rasul and
race towards every deed that brings their pleasure.

At the end of this very verse, also identified there is the recomi ftl hose are the
pense of these perfect human beings: 3 %??$ $ ;<

people for whom there is forgiveness and a great reward - 11)
At this place, it should be noted that the Holy Qur'an uses the
word: ltjjI (adhaqna: We give them a taste of")for blessing and suffering
both. By this device, it was indicated that real blessing and suffering is
that of the Hereafter. Neither is the comfort of the mortal world the
whole of it, nor is its suffering the whole of it. Instead of that, it should
be taken a t the level of tasting and sampling so that human beings
could have some idea of the blessings and sufferings of the Hereafter.
Therefore, neither are the comforts of this world something to be happy about unnecessarily, nor are its sufferings something to grieve
about too much. If you were to think, this whole world is, to borrow a
commercial term, only a showroom of the Hereafter with sample displays of comfort and suffering.
The fourth verse (12) has been revealed about a particular event.
What happened was that the Mushriks of Makkah placed a host of de~s&I &. One of these was, 'our
mands before the Holy Prophet
idols have been maligned in this Qur'in, therefore, we cannot believe
in it. So, you should either bring some other Qur'an, or improve it by
a Qur'an other than
making alterations in it: g$rg +,$&!(Bring
this, or change it - Yinus, 10:15)'. (Al-Baghawi, Mazhari)

+,
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Another demand they came up with was, 'we are to believe in your
prophesy only when some treasure, like the treasures of the kings of
the world, is sent down for you and which you dole out to everyone
around. Or that some angel descends from the heavens and hangs out
with you everywhere testifying that you were a Messenger of Allah in
all certainty.'
The Holy Prophet +, 4&Iyls felt the pinch of these absurd, even
disrespectfully audacious demands in his heart. The reason was that
he was mercy for all the worlds. It was not possible for him to leave
them to their fate and take out the hope that they might someday believe from his heart. Nor was it possible for him to fulfill their absurd
demands. To begin with, these demands were based on bland irrationality. If idols, idol-worship and things like that are not called what
they are, what would become of right guidance and how would it be
done? And then this brain wave of demanding a treasure from a
prophet was a loud miss-match with his mission. They had simply taken the station of a prophet on the analogy of the status of a king. Simi-

Sirah H i d : 11 : 9 - 14
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larly, it is not the practice of Allah Ta'Zla that He would create conditions under which people were materially compelled to start professing
the Faith. Otherwise, the whole world is within His power and control.
Who could dare profess a belief, and act according to it, against the
will of Allah Ta'ala? But, it is in His infinite wisdom that He has made
this world a place of test. No material means are used here to compel
people to do something good or to abstain from something bad. Certainly, what is done here is through Scriptures and Apostles. Lines are
drawn between virtue and vice. Good and bad are separated. The outcome of each is explained. That is how people are invited and exhorted
to do what is right and abstain from what is evil. And if some angel
were to be miraculously attached to a prophet to attest to the veracity
of his word, it would have posed problems. When no one believed it, he
would have faced cash punishment on the spot. In that case, this
would have been a modality of compelling people to believe. This kind
of belief would have not been believing without seeing which is the essence of belief and faith, nor would there be any choice left for man to
make which is the essence of his deed. As for the demands of those
people, they were, no doubt, absurd and audacious. But, there is another aspect to it. The very act of making such demands proved that
these people were grossly unaware of the status and reality of a messenger and prophet of Allah. They saw no difference between Allah
and His Messenger. They even took the messenger to be absolutely
powerful like Allah, therefore, they demanded that he should do for
them what could not be done by anyone other than Allah.
became very sad beIn brief, when the Holy Prophet +, A& JJI
cause of such demands, this verse was revealed to comfort him and to
revitalize his thinking. Addressing him first, it was said: Would you surrendering to the pressure of these people - leave out some part of
the Qur'Zn, sent by Allah, which they do not like, such as a part where
it talks about the utter helplessness of idols? Would you, then, still be
disturbed in the face of such demands? The introduction of the statement in verse 12 with the word: U (la'allaka: Is it then expected of
you) does not mean that something like that could be expected of him
actually. Instead, the purpose is to establish that he was free from
such things. He would not leave out any part of the Qur'an in consideration of their insistence, nor does he have to be sad, concerned and
straitened over their demands. The reason is that he has been sent

from Allah as nadhi;, as one who warns people against what is harmful for them, then, Allah takes care of the rest for He is powerful over
everything. NadhFr has been mentioned here particularly because
those being addressed were hafirs, and hafirs deserve nothing but
warning against the consequences of their deeds. Otherwise, the Holy
I
is not simply nadhfr, one who warns, he is bash$
Prophet +,&A J ~ &
too, one who announces glad tidings for people who do good deeds. In
addition to what has been said here about the mission of a nadhir, we
should understand that, in reality, nadh; is a person who warns out of
love and affection against what is evil and harmful. Therefore, in a
way, the sense of bash&, a giver of glad tidings, is included in the
sense of nadhG, a giver of warning.
In the cited verses, the Mushriks had demanded the kind of miracles they chose. Verses that follow tell them that they already have a
miracle, the miracle of the Qur'an shown a t the hands of the Holy
J j l & before them, a miracle even they could not deny.
Prophet
Now if they were demanding these miracles honestly, only to determine the veracity of the messenger of Allah, then, their demand
stands accepted (and the miracle is on). And if this demand is simply
to gratify their hostility, the showing of miracles demanded by them
would remain redundant, for who could expect from such hostile people that they would embrace Islam, even after having seen those miracles. So, the essential point is that the Holy Qur'an is a clear miracle
that cannot be denied.

+,

A refutation of the false doubts engineered by Mushriks and Kzfirs
in it has been made in the next two verses (13,14): These people say
that the Prophet of Islam has himself made up the Qur'an - it is no
book of Allah.
In answer, it was said: If you really think so, that Muhammad &
+, ~rdl can make a Qur'an like this, all by himself, then, you too, better come up with only ten SGrahs like that. And it is not necessary either that these ten Surahs have to be made by any one person. Instead, let everyone in the world join forces and come up with it. And
when they fail to make even ten Surahs, then, the Holy Prophet &I
+, + was to tell them: Now the reality stands out loud and clear, for
had this Qur'an been the word of some human being, other human beings could have also been able to make something like this. And that

they all fail to do so is a strong proof of the fact that this Qur'an has
been revealed only with the knowledge of Allah in which there is no
room for the least increase or decrease and that it is beyond human
power.
At this place, the Holy Qur'an has said that they should come up
with ten Surahs like it. And in another verse it was also said: 'Then,
bring a S i r a h the like of this - al-Baqarah, 2:23.'
The reason is that they were first asked to bring ten Surahs. They
failed to do so. Then, to make their inability look more pronounced, it
was said in the verse of S i r a h al-Baqarah quoted above: If you take
the Qur'an to be a word of man, then, you too, bring no more than just
one Surah being the like of it. But, despite this challenge of the Qur'an,
made so easy for them, they could do nothing. It stood proved that the
Holy Qur'Zn was a miracle, and the Word of Allah without any doubt.
,Z,D** , i
Therefore, at the end, it was said: 5 6 p;;~&
that is, 'would you now
believe and obey, or would you prefer to remain heedless as before?'

Verses 15 - 17

Those who have been intending (to achieve) the worldly life and its beauty, We shall fully recompense them
herein for their acts, and herein they shall not be given
less. [I51Those are the people for whom there is nothing
in the Hereafter except fire. And nullified is what they
have worked herein and void is what they have been
doing. [I61
So, what about the one who is on a clear path, and
there comes after it evidence from within and, before

it, the Book of Miis;, a guide and a mercy? Such people
believe in it. And whoever of the groups disbelieves it,
then, Fire is his promised place. So, do not be in doubt
about it. Surely, it is the truth from your Lord but most
of people do not believe. [I71

Commentary
When warnings of punishment were given to opponents of Islam,
they referred to the charities they contributed to and the social welfare
work they did. With this testimonial of good deeds in their hands, why
would they be punished? It is interesting that, in our time too, there
are a lot of unaware Muslims who seem to be suffering from the same
doubt. They look a t disbelieving non-Muslims who impart a good image of their outward deeds and morals, are active in social work, give
out in charities, and make roads, bridges, hospitals, free drinking water counters. This view leads them to hold the opinion that they were
better than Muslims. This has been answered in the first (15) of the
three verses cited above.
In gist, the answer is that every deed, in order to be accepted as a
source of salvation in the Hereafter, must fulfill the first condition of
absolute sincerity - that this deed should have been done for the sake
of Allah. And the only valid way of doing it for Allah is that it is done
in accordance with the way taught and shown in practice by His Messenger. A person who simply does not believe in Allah and His Messenger is a person the sum total of whose deeds and morals is a skeleton without soul. It may look handsome (even slim) but because it has
no soul or spirit, it has no weight or effect in the home of the Hereafter. Yes, the contribution of such a person in the mortal world has
benefited people. At least in terms of its outward form, what he had
done was good, therefore, Allah, the Lord Almighty has, in consideration of His supreme equity and justice, not allowed this deed to go to
waste totally. Instead, things were arranged in terms of the objectives
the doers of these deeds had before them. If they had worked for recognition in society or an image as philanthropist, man of charity, goodwill or distinction, or had simply aspired for health and material
wealth and comfort, Allah Ta'iila lets them have all this right here in
this world. They had no concept of the Hereafter. They had never
cared to think of salvation there, nor their deeds, being without the essential spirit, could have qualified them to become deserving of it.

Therefore, no return waits for them there, against their deeds, while
the added burden of disbelief and disobedience will keep them in Hell.
This was a gist of what was said in the first verse. Now, we can have a
look at some of the words used there.
It was said that a person who kept striving for the life of this world
and its embellishments gets from Allah the full return for his or her
deeds right here in this world. For them, nothing is cut short in Duny Z These are the kind of men and women for whom there is nothing in
Ahhirah (Hereafter), except the Hell.
It is noteworthy a t this point that the expression opted for in the
Qur'an is: 2+:sJ ;
;(those who have been intending) which bypasses
something brief like: ;l;i$
(those who wanted). The Qur'anic expression
denotes continuity and carries the sense of 'kept striving for' as translated a little earlier. This tells us that it is the condition of people who
never wanted to have anything out of what they did but the good of
this world. They just never bothered to worry about what would happen in the life to come. As for the person who feels concerned about the
Hereafter and does what would bring salvation there and, along with
it aims and plans to have his share from the world, then, it is not included in the purview of this verse.
Is this verse related to hafirs or Muslims or to both Muslims and
hafirs? Major authorities in Tafsir differ about it.
The words in the last sentence of the verse - for whom there is
nothing in the Hereafter except the fire of Hell - seem to suggest that
it is related to hafirs, because a Muslim, no matter how sinning, would
ultimately go to Paradise after having undergone the punishment of
sins. Therefore, Dahhak and other commentators have interpreted it
as related to kgfirs only.
Some commentators have said that it refers to Muslims who,
through their good deeds, aim to acquire only the comfort, wealth and
recognition from this worldly life. In other words, they do their good
deeds with the sole intention of having comfort and recognition in the
world they live in. And the sentence we are talking about would thus
mean that, until they undergo the punishment of their evil deeds, they
would have nothing except the fire of Hell.
However, the weightier and clearer approach is to take this verse

as relating to people who do their good deeds only with the intention of
acquiring worldly benefits, such as wealth, health and recognition.
Those who do so may be kzfirs or disbelievers who do not believe in the
Hereafter from the very outset. Or, they may be Muslims who believe
in the Hereafter theoretically but do not apply their belief to what they
do practically. In fact, they would keep all concerns of their life exclusively attached to worldly benefits and interests. From among the early commentators, Mujahid, Maimun ibn Mihran and Sayyidna
Mu'awiyah
have gone by this view.
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This meaning is also supported by the well-known Hadith of the
9
,5
Holy Prophet & : &!+JL~YI ~i!(Actions are budged1 according to Intentions). What one intends to have by his action gets exactly that.
Whoever intends to have Dunyz(world1y benefits) gets D u ~ z y zWhoever intends to have a h i r a h gets a h i r a h . Whoever intends to have both
gets both. That all actions depend on intention is a principle approved
of in every community and religion. (Qurtubi)
Therefore, says a Hadith, those who devoted themselves to acts of
worship in the mortal world to look respectable before others will be
brought forth on the day of Qiyzmah. It would be said to them: 'you
said your prayers, gave in charity, fought in Jihad, recited the Qur'an,
but you did all that with the intention that you should be known as
devotees to prayers, givers in charity, veteran warriors of Jihad and
great reciters of Qur'an. Now you have had what you wanted to have.
The honors you were looking for have already come to you in the mortal world. Now, there is no return for your deeds here. And these people will be the first to be thrown into the Hell.'
While reporting this Hadith, Sayyidna Ab3 Hurairah L;S JJILP-)
broke into tears and said, 'the verse of the Qur'an: wj;45~2$~
W38 3
(Those who have been intending (to achieve) the worldly life and its
beauty - 15) confirms this Hadith.
Sahih Muslim reports on the authority of Sayyidna Anas LZ dl dJ
that the Holy Prophet +,
&IJ, said, 'Allah Ta'ala, does no injustice
to anyone. For the good deed a believer does, he gets some return for it
in the mortal world while gets the real reward in the Hereafter. As for
a hafir (since he does not bother about what would happen to him in
the Hereafter), his account is cleared within his life in the mortal
world. The return for his good deeds, if any, is given to him in the form

&
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of worldly wealth, recognition, health and comfort - until comes the
time when he reaches the stage of the Hereafter where he is left with
nothing that could bring any return there.
It appears in Tafsir Mazhari that, though a believer looks forward
to having prosperity in the mortal world as well, but his intention to
have the best of the Hereafter remains on top of everything. Therefore,
he gets what he does in the mortal world only to the measure of his
needs. However, he does get the larger return and reward in the Hereafter.
Sayyidna 'Umar u &I &Jonce visited the home of the Holy Prophet
4 &I &. When he saw virtually nothing in the house but a few
things here and there, he said to him: 'please pray that Allah Ta'ala
blesses your Ummah too with extended material means. We see Persia
and Byzantine. They are very prosperous in this world although they
do not worship Allah Ta'iila.' The Holy Prophet
~ j 1111
s & was reclining on a pillow behind his waist. When he heard these words of Sayyidna 'Umar 1;5 JJI dJ,
he sat up straight and said, '0 'Umar, you are
still lost in those thoughts. As for these people, they are the ones who
have been given the return of their good deeds right here in this
world.' (Mazhari)

+,

+,

Jami' Tirmidhi and the Musnad of &mad report on the authority
of Sayyidna Anas L;S &I dJthat the Holy Prophet
cjs LLII
said,
'Whoever intends to have (the best of) the Hereafter through his deeds,
Allah Ta'ala makes his heart need-free in this world. He (Himself)
takes care of what he must have, and (the desire of) the world comes
to him all humbled. And whoever intends to have (the best of) the
present world, Allah Ta'ala makes want and need stand before him to
the effect that they can never shake them off. There is no end to his
needs because he is constantly being driven by worldly greed. No sooner does one need gets fulfilled, another gaping need stands before him.
Countless concerns gang upon him but what he gets is what Allah
Ta'iila has written for him.

+,

Regarding what has been said in this verse: 'those who aimed for
worldly life are fully recompensed for their deeds within this world,'
someone may raise a doubt. It could be said that there are many people who, despite aiming and striving to have worldly benefits, fail to
achieve their objective even in this world and, on occasions, they would

get just about nothing. The answer is that, in this verse, the Qur'an
has dealt with the subject briefly. Details appear in the following verse
of SGrah al-Isra' (Bani Isr2il) where it was said: G;
5 @ &W'I L , z d 5
A ,~ ~ ~ (whoever
E G
keeps aspiring for the immediate, We shall give
soon what We will to whom We will! It means whoever keeps aiming
for nothing but worldly life, Allah gives it to him right here within the
world, but this giving is restricted by two conditions. Firstly, He gives
as much as He wants. It is not necessary to let them have what matches their desires. Secondly, He gives only to a person it is appropriate to
give him according to His wisdom. Giving to everyone is not necessary.
I

The second verse (17) presents the high ground the Holy Prophet
and the purely sincere believers with him occupy. This is
pl, i j c dl
in sharp contrast to those the sum total of whose knowledge and the
end of whose quest is restricted to worldly life only - so that the whole
world could see that these two groups could not be equal. After having
fo,cused on this phenomena, it has been stated that the mission and
message of the Holy Prophet +, Ljc d
l & as a prophet and messenger
of Allah is open to mankind right through the Last Day of Qiyzmah.
Then, it has been stressed that anyone who does not believe in him
will be considered, irrespective of what one does, astray and Hellbound.
In the first sentence, it was asked: Can a denier of the Qur'an be
equal to the one who adheres to the Qur'an that has come from his
Lord? And along with it there is a witness present within it, while a
witness earlier to this is the Book of MGsa
+ that was sent to be
followed and to be mercy for people?
The word: bayyinah (+) appearing in this verse refers to the
Qur'an. As for the meaning of 'shghid' (UL:evidence), statements of
Tafsir authorities differ. The author of Bayan al-Qur'an takes 'shiihid'
to mean the miracle of the Qur'an that is present in the Qur'an as
such. Thus, it comes to mean that those who adhere to the Qur'an,
they already have a witness to the veracity of the Qur'an within it,
that is, its miracle. Then, the other witness has already come in the
form of Torah. Sayyidna Miss ?UI +L had brought it as guidance and
mercy for people. The reason is that the Torah confirms the truth of
the Qur'an clearly.
In the second sentence, in order to stress that salvation, up to the

Last Day, depends on faith in the Holy Prophet +, A& dl
it has
been said that anyone from any religion or community of the world
who refuses to have faith in him will have his abode in Jahannam.
The Sahih of Muslim reports on the authority of Sayyidna Abu Hurairah 1;5 &I
that the Holy Prophet +,&A di& said, 'by the One in
whose hands rests my life, any Jew or Christian who hears my call
and still does not believe in the teachings I have brought, then, he or
she will be of the people of Jahannam.'
&J

This should remove the misunderstanding of those who regard the
Jews and Christians or the adherents of other religions as being on
haqq (the truth) on the basis of some outward deeds and consider these
to be sufficient for salvation without having faith in the Holy Prophet
+,A& &I
and the Qur'an. This is an open clash with the present
ayah of the Holy Qur'an, and the authentic ahadhh.
jw!, (Allah may
save us from that!)

Verses 18 - 24
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And who is more unjust than the one who forges a lie
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against Allah? They shall be presented before their
Lord, and the witnesses shall say, "These are the ones
who lied against their Lord. Beware, the curse of Allah
lies on the unjust, 1181 those who prevent (people) from
the way of Allah and seek crookedness in it. They, surely they, are disbelievers of the Hereafter." 1191
They were unable to frustrate (Allah's plan) on the
earth, and there were no supporters for them besides
Allah. Multiplied for them shall be the punishment.
They were not able to hear, nor would they see. [201
Those are the ones who brought loss to their own
selves, and lost for them was all that they used to fabricate. [21] Invariably, they are the worst losers in the
Hereafter. [227
Surely, those who believe and do good deeds and humble their selves before their Lord - those are the people
of Paradise. There they shall live forever. [231
The example of the two groups is like the one blind and
deaf and the one seeing and hearing. Are the two equal
when compared? Would you still pay no heed? [241

Verses 25 - 35

And We have sent NUh to his people (saying to them): "I
am, for you, a clear Warner, [251 that you worship none
but Allah, I fear for you the punishment of a painful
day." [261
So, the chiefs of his people, who disbelieved, said, "We
see (that) you are nothing but a man like us. And we do
not see you followed by anyone but by the lowest
among us who are of shallow opinion, and we do not
see in you any superiority over us; rather, think you
are liars. 1271
He said, "0my people, tell me when I am on a clear
path from my Lord, and He has bestowed mercy upon
me from Himself and it has been hidden from your
sight. Shall we, then, impose it upon you while you are
averse to it? [28] And, 0 my people, I do not demand
from you any wealth for it. My reward is with none but
Allah. And I am not to drive the believers away. Surely,
they are to meet their Lord, but I see that you are an ignorant people. [29] And, 0 my people, who will help me
against (the punishment of) Allah, if I drive them
away? Would you still pay no heed? [301 And I do not
say to you that with me are the treasures of Allah, nor
do I have the knowledge of the unseen, nor do I say
that I am an angel. And I do not say about those who
are contemptible in your eyes that Allah will never

award them any good; Allah is the best- knower of what
is in their hearts. (If I do so) then, I shall indeed be one
of the unjust." [31]
They said, "0 Nub, you have quarreled with us, and
quarreled much. Now bring what you threaten us with,
if you are one of the truthful." [32]
He said, "Only Allah will bring it to you, if He so wills,
and you cannot frustrate (His will). [331 And my good
counsel will not profit you, even though I wish you the
best, if Allah wills to make you go astray. He is your
Lord and to Him you shall be made to return." [341
Do they still say that he has forged it? Say, "If I have
forged it, then, upon me is my sin, and I am free of the
sins you commit." [351
Commentary

When Sayyidna N i h ?UI 4invited his people to believe, they responded with some doubts and objections against the veracity of his
mission as a prophet and messenger of Allah. Sayyidna Nuh r
~ 4,
I
with the will and permission of Allah, answered their questions. Many
primary and subsidiary religious rulings relating to honesty and social
living emerge from here as a corollary. This dialogue forms the core of
the subject taken up in these verses.
Some questions raised by the disbelievers appear in the third verse
(27). Before we take these up, let us first look at the meanings of some
of the words there.
The word: % (mala") generally means a group. Some leading lexicographers say that a group of the chiefs of a people is called: K. ( m a l a .
Bashar (A)is translated as human being or man. Arzdhil (J;I,I)is the
plural form of ardhal (Jj,I). It means someone lowly, not having any
status or respect among his people. The expression: &Ij ? g (badiyarr a y ) means cursory or shallow opinion.
As for their objections, the first one related to the status of Sayyidna NLh
+ as a prophet and messenger: m,1% &$ (We see that
you are nothing but a man like us). In effect, they were saying that he
ate, drank, walked, slept and woke up like them. How then, they questioned, could they accept this extra-ordinary status of his as a messenger and prophet of God?

5

They thought that the person who is sent to men as a messenger
from Allah should not belong to the genus of man, instead, he should
be an angel whose distinct status had to be recognized by everyone,
willingly or unwillingly.
This was answered in the fourth verse (28) as follows:

He said, "0 my people, tell me when I am on a clear path from
my Lord, and He has bestowed mercy upon me from Himself
and it has been hidden from your sight. Shall we, then, impose it upon you while you are averse to it?".
Here we are being told that for a r a s d or messenger to be a man is
not contrary to his mission as a prophet or messenger. In fact, a little
thought would show that this is how it should be - that the rasiil of
men should be a man so that men find it comfortable to learn their religion from him. There is an enormous difference in the mental and
emotional make up of men and angels. If an angel were to be sent as a
r a s d , learning religion from him would have become terribly difficult.
The reason is that an angel is not hungry or thirsty or sleepy or plain
tired, nor does he have to deal with all those human compulsions. How
would he have the feeling for such human weaknesses? And, without
this feeling, how could men have followed him deed-wise? This theme
has appeared in other verses of the Qur'an, either explicitly or suggestively, a t several places. Bypassing these, they were exhorted to use
their reason and realize that it was not the least necessary that a
prophet and messenger should not be a man. But, what is necessary is
that he brings with him some proof, argument and evidence from Allah Ta'al6 that could make it easy for people to accept that he was definitely a r a s d sent by Allah. Those open proofs (bayyinah) and binding
arguments for common people take the form of miracles shown a t the
hands of prophets. Therefore, Sayyidnz Nuh r ~ cj,
I said that he had
brought with him the clear path, argument and mercy from his Lord.
If they had seen it carefully and thought about it, they would not have
refused to accept the invitation. But, their aversion and hostility made
them blind, hence they opted to deny the truth and became adamant
to it.

But, this mercy of Allah Ta'ala that comes through a prophet is not
something which could be caused to fall over the heads of people - until they themselves show their inclination to have it. There is a hint
here that the prophet would have passed on the wealth of 'ImZn he had
come with to them, if he could, despite their denial and obstinacy. But,
this was against Divine law. A blessing is aspired for. People cannot be
compelled to have it. From here it also stands proved that it has never
been permissible, in any period of a prophet, that people should be
compelled to become believers. Even those who continue to spread the
ugly propaganda that Islam was spread by the sword are not themselves unaware of the truth of the matter. But, they find it convenient
to use the power of a lie to sow seeds of doubt in the hearts of the ignorant only to keep the torches of their hatred burning.
As a side benefit, it has also become easier to understand why an
angel was not made a prophet. The reason is that an angel is endowed
with supernatural power. He is way distinct from human beings in
every facet of his existence. To see him and then to believe in him
would have become an exercise in compulsion. With an angel in front
of him, who could dare being obstinate - something so conveniently
demonstrated before prophets? Then, according to the dictate of the
Sharl'ah, if a person believes unwillingly under the threat of some coercive power, his belief and faith is not acceptable. In fact, the ideally
desirable thing is to believe without seeing (al-'ImZn bi '1-ghaib) - that
one believes without having fully observed and witnessed the ultimate
subduing power of Allah Ta'alZ.

$$I

3,s

The second objection they raised was:
3?ZG?I;~,$ ?!*I
i;;
(and we do not see you followed by any one but by the lowest among us
who are of shallow opinion - 27). This objection has two aspects: (1)
That the people of higher status would have been the first to accept
your call, if it was correct and true; and that only such lowly people
have accepted it shows that the call itself is not worth accepting. (2)
That there is something else that stops us from accepting your call to
believe. Suppose we were to believe, then we understand that we too
will be taken as Muslims, like them and equal to them and, in rows of
prayers as well as in other meetings, we will have to sit with them as
equals. This we cannot do.
These people were far from reality and very unaware indeed. Sim-

ply because poor people did not wallow in wealth and pride in office
and status, they had elected to berate them as lowly and mundane although, the thought itself is as ignorant as it can be. Honor and disgrace, reason and understanding are not subservient to wealth and
property. Rather, as experience bears out, power and wealth can become intoxicating enough as would stop its possessors from understanding and accepting so many reasonable and correct things. These
barriers do not stand before the meek and the poor. They go ahead and
accept what is correct and true. This is the reason why the customary
Divine practice through the lanes of time gone by has been no other
but that the first among those who believe in prophets are none but
the weak and the meek. This phenomenon has also been explained in
past Scriptures. Pursuant to this, when the blessed letter from the
Holy Prophet
*-jc rLll
inviting him to believe reached the Byzantine Emperor, Hiraql, he felt the need to ascertain the truth of the
matter - because, he had read the signs of the noble prophets in the
Torah and the Injil. Therefore, he assembled people of Arabia who
were visiting Syria a t that time and asked them some questions about
those signs.

+,

One of these questions was, 'Are those who follow him the poor and
the weak among his people, or those who are considered big and notable among them?' He was told, 'They are poor and weak.' Thereupon,
Hiraql confessed, 'this is sign of his being a true prophet because those
who follow prophets initially are these very poor and weak people.'
In short, taking poor people to be lowly was ignorance on their
part. In reality, 'radh2' or disgraced is he who does not recognize his
creator and sustainer and disobeys what He has asked him to do.
Therefore, the venerated Sufyan Ibn Sa'id Ath-Thawr;, was asked by
someone, 'who is mean and disgraced? He said, 'people who keep flattering rulers and officials.' And Ibn al-A'rabi said, 'mean is he who
earns D u n y a (benefits of worldly life) by selling his dTn (religion).'
Someone asked him, 'who is the meanest?' Then, he said, 'a person
who ruins his religion and streamlines the worldly life of someone
else.' Imam Malik said, 'mean is he who maligns the noble Companions of the Holy Prophet +, 4d
l& because they are the greatest
benefactors of the entire Muslim Ummah, and the source through
which the blessings of 'Iman and S h a d a h have reached us.'

625
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Returning to the ignorant thought expressed by the objectors, we
see that it has been initially refuted in the third verse (29). It has been
said that a prophet does not fancy anyone's wealth or property. He
takes no compensation for his service or good counsel to people. His
compensation is with Allah alone. Therefore, the rich and the poor are
equal in his sight. Let the rich not be scared about their wealth for no
one would start asking for it once they become believers.
Then, they were told: 'As for the condition you impose that I should
remove the poor from my company in order that you could believe,
then, let it be very clear that I cannot do that. They may be poor but
they are close to the Highest of the high, the greatest honor one can
have. Turning such people out is not a right thing to do.'
And: &I@ (They are surely to meet their Lord) could also mean:
If, suppos~dly,I were to turn them out, when they go to their Lord on
the day of Qiyamah and complain, what would I have to say? The subject continues in the fourth verse (30): If I were to turn them out, who
would save me from Divine punishment? At the end, it was said: All
this is nothing but your ignorance and heedlessness. To you being a
man is counter to being a prophet, or you go to the other extreme and
demand that poor people should be driven away from his company.
Reported in the fifth verse (31) there is an address that Sayyidna
NGh r~~ + gave before his people to announce some matters of principle after he had heard their objections. In this address it has been
stressed that the mission of a prophet and messenger does not depend
on things they think are necessary for it.
L

ks

.

9,1p'5

u;(And I do not say
For instance, first it was said: $1
j&
to you that with me are the treasures of Allah). This carries a refutation of their idea that someone coming from Allah as His messenger
should have brought treasures with him giving it out to everyone freei .l
& put it out clearly that the mission of prophets
ly. Sayyidni NGh %
has nothing to do with involving people into the mess of worldly enjoyments. What for would they need all those treasures?
It is also possible that the statement may be refuting the false
thought nursed by some people that Allah has given all powers to
prophets, even to Auliya'. Assuming this, it is surmised that they have
the treasures of Allah's power in their hands and that they decide

whom to give and whom not to give. So, this declaration of Sayyidna
NGh r~~ & makes it clear that Allah Ta'ala has not entrusted the total control of the treasures of His power not even with any prophet,
not to say much about the Auliya' or men of Allah. However, when
they pray or wish, Allah Ta'ala does answer their prayers and fulfills
their wishes with His infinite power.
Secondly, it was said: L&'I$~($; (nor do I have the knowledge of the
unseen). Another false idea these people harbored was that a person
who is a r a s a of Allah Ta'ala should also be the one who knows what is
unseen ('dim al-ghayb). This sentence clarifies that the mission of a
prophet and messenger needs no knowledge of the unseen, and why
should it when the knowledge of the unseen is an exclusive attribute of
Allah Ta'ala which no prophet or angel can share with Him. However,
Allah Ta'ala does inform whomever He wills from out of His prophets
about the secrets of the unseen as much as He wills. But, because of
this, it is not correct to call them ' d i m aZ-ghayb (possessor of the
knowledge of the unseen) - because, it is not in their power to find out
something in the domain of the unseen at their choice.
Thirdly, it was said: '
A$!Jrl Y; (nor do I say that I am a n angel).
Here we have a refutation of their idea that a r a s d should be some angel.
fl,?e-

Fourthly, it was stated: In your sight these poor people may appear
lowly and disgraceful. But, I cannot say as you say that Allah Ta'ala
will not bless them with what is good, because good relates to one's
heart, not wealth, and only Allah knows the secrets of hearts and He
knows whose heart is worthy of receiving good and whose heart is not.
Then, it was said: If I too were to start calling them lowly and disgraceful, I too would become unjust.

Verses 36 - 40

And it was revealed to Niih that none of your people
would ever believe except those who have already believed: "So, be not distressed by what they have been
doing. [361 And make an ark under Our eyes and according to Our revelation. And do not speak to Me
about those who crossed the limits - they are to be
drowned." [37]
And he started making the Ark. And whenever the
chieftains of his people passed by him, they mocked at
him. He said, "If you mock at us, we mock at you like
you mock at us: [38] So, you shall soon know to whom
will come the punishment that will humiliate him and
upon whom will befall a lasting punishment." [391
At last when Our command came and the oven overflowed. We said, "Load in it a pair of two from every
kind along with your family - except those against
whom the Word has already been spoken - and those
who have believed." And there were only a few who
had believed with him. [401

Commentary
Allah Ta'ala had blessed Sayyidna NGh r~~ L ~ Swith long years of
life extending up to nearly one thousand years. Along with it, he was
given a special status in terms of his prophetic mission to invite people
to Allah and make their condition better whereby he devoted these
long years to keep asking them to believe in the true Faith and in Allah as One. He had to face the harshest of pains in this mission. His
people would throw stones a t him until he fell down and lost consciousness. But, as soon as he would regain it, he prayed to Allah for
the forgiveness of his people for they did not know what they were doing. A generation was followed by the other, and the other by yet another, in a chain and he kept giving his call in the hope that they

might, a t some stage, accept the truth.
When centuries passed over this exercise in patience, he complained about their deplorable condition before his Almighty Lord
- j;
.; i ;
which has been mentioned in SUrah Nub: +;+*$. ~ : ~ j % ~ ; i :$I*&
I,"I;~; P[&,c;<(MyLord, I did invite my people [to the truth] night and
day. But, my invitation increased them in nothing but flight [in aversion] - 71:5,6) and, after all those long years of hardship, the prayer
that this great servant of Allah made was: $33$+$I 3; (My Lord,
help me because they have belied me - al-Mu'minGn, 23: 26,39).

-

When the reign of terror let loose by the people of SayyidnZ NLh +J.G
r~~ became much too excessive, he was addressed by Allah Ta'Zla in
the words appearing in the verses cited above. (al-Baghawi,Mazhari)
Firstly, he was told that, out of his people, those who were to believe had already believed. No one was to believe after that. Their
hearts were sealed with their own obstinacy and contumacy. Therefore, he should not grieve about his people any more and feel free of
any concern about their failure to believe.
Secondly, he was told that Allah was to send the punishment of
flood against those people. Therefore, he should make a n ark that
could hold his family, as many believers as there were, and what they
needed, so that they could embark it when the flood comes and be safe
from it. SayyidnZ Nuh ?XJI made the ark as he was ordered to.
When the initial signs of the flood came before them - that water
started overflowing from the earth - Sayyidna Nuh , . U I "j, was commanded to embark the ark along with his family and the few believers
who had believed in him, They were also asked to load a pair each of
animals that serve human needs, such as, cow, ox, goat, horse, mule
~ jput
, everyone on the ark as ordered.
etc. Sayyidna NUh ?UI
At the end it was said that the believers in Sayyidna Nuh ?K-lI '-j,
who boarded the ark were only a few.
This was a gist of the subject as it appears in the cited verses. Now
we can turn to the explanation of each verse and deal with issues and
problems that emerge therefrom.

In the first verse (36), it was said that it was revealed to SayyidnE
NGh rsUI 4 that those who were to believe from among his people had
already believed. In future, no one else will believe. Therefore, he
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should not worry about how they deal with him because one feels the
pinch of sorrow only when one expects something good to come from
someone. Disappointment is not that bad. It has its own relief. He
might as well be disappointed with them. As for the shock felt by
Sayyidna NGh rUl'-j, because of all sorts of pains inflicted by his people on him, arrangements had already been made as indicated the
next verse (37) - 'they are to be drowned.' Under these conditions came
that invocation of curse for his people on the lips of Sayyidna NLh +
,XJI which has been mentioned in Surah Nuh:

"My Lord, do not leave upon the earth any inhabitant from
among the disbelievers. Indeed, if You were to leave them,
they will mislead Your servants and will not procreate anyone
but the ones wicked and disbelieving (diehards)"- 71:26,27.
In answer to this prayer, the people of Sayyidna NLh ?UI
drowned en masse.

'-j, were

Boat-Making: The Education of a Prophet
When Sayyidna NEh rUI+A was commanded to make a n ark, he
knew no ark, nor its making. Therefore, in the next verse ( 3 7 ) , he got
his first lesson. To orient him to the reality of boat making, it was
*
,9>*
said: &
, ,QL!
3% <'I'; (And make an ark under Our eyes and accordY
ing to Our revelation).
9 . .

Hadith reports say that SayyidnZ Jibra'il al-Amin rUl6 told
+by means of revelation all about the making of
Sayyidna N;;h
boats. He had used wood from the saul tree (shorea robusta) to build
this ark.
Some historical narratives give its measurement. It was three hundred yards long, fifty yards in width and thirty yard high, almost a
three storied ship. Its ventilators, as customary, opened to the right
and the left. Thus, this industry, the first prototype of the ship building industry, began a t the hands of Sayyidna Nuh rUl& for the first
time through Divine revelation. After that, the progress it made is current history.

All Essential Industries Originated through Revelation
It has been reported on the authority of some elders of early centu-
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ries of Islam in at-Tibb an-Nabawi of Hafiz Shamsud-Din adh-Dhahabi
that all industries essential for human beings owe their origin to the
process of Divine revelation through some prophet. Later, improvements kept coming as needed during different times. The first revelation that came to SayyidnZ Adam r ~*-jt lmostly related to rehabilitation of the land and establishment of different industries. The
invention of wheel carts for loading and hauling things is part of the
chain of inventions.
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, the founder of the well-known Aligarh College, (now the Muslim University of Aligarh, India) used to say more
than a hundred years ago that the world has seen inventions of all
sorts in moving vehicles but its pivot continued to be the axle and the
wheel. It is the common factor between a bullock-cart, a donkey-cart,
rails and cars. Therefore, the greatest inventor of moving vehicles is
the person who invented the wheel that is the life and soul of a lot of
machines. As it was said, this invention unfolded itself a t the hands of
- the first prophet, Sayyidna Adam, peace on him, through a Divine revelation.
From here we also learn that industries devoted to essential human needs are so important that the blessed prophets have been
taught and trained in these through Divine revelation.
Soon after instructing Sayyidna N i h ?x.J~
+L how he would make
an ark, he was told that a flood would come and his people will be
drowned and that, a t the time, he was not to intercede out of compassion on their behalf.
In the third verse (38), mentioned there is the total lack of concern
+L during
for their sad end shown by the people of Sayyidna Nuh
the period he was making the ark. When the chieftains of his people
saw him busy with his project under a Divine command, they would
ask him, 'what are you doing?' He said, 'a flood is to come, therefore, I
am making an ark.' They would mock at him and say, 'we have no water to drink here and this wise man is planning to sail in a boat on this
dry land.' In response, Sayyidna NGh ?WI *-jt told them, 'if you mock a t
us today, then remember the day is sure to come when we shall be
laughing at you.' The sense is that conditions would change and events
would unfold in a manner that they themselves would become the
cause of their being mocked at. For, in reality, ridicule is contrary to

the spiritual station of prophets. It is simply not permissible for anyone, in fact, it is h a r b (unlawful). Says the Holy Qur'an: L$sT;j:tr;;$
w, I~*,C I.?s9' , , ~
$
; I(0 those who have believed, no people should mock a t
[other] people - may be, they are better than them - 49:11) Therefore,
the mocking referred to here is a pragmatic response to their mockery.
This is like saying, 'when you are seized by the punishment, we shall
be telling you that this was the outcome of your mockery.' This is as it
was said after that in the fourth verse (39): 'So, you shall soon know to
whom will come the punishment that will humble him, and upon
whom will befall the lasting punishment.' The first punishment refers
to the punishment in the mortal world, and the 'lasting punishment'
means the never-ending punishment of the Hereafter.
/

From the fifth verse (40) begins the description of the coming of the
flood, related instructions and events as they unfolded. So, first i t was
9'
said: ,~I;G;I;$~:%I~!>
(At last, when Our command came and the
oven overflowed).
a

The word: ,$ ( t a n n i r : oven) is used in more than one sense. The
Earth's floor is called an oven. The oven that bakes bread is also a tann i r . A raised part of the land is also referred to as t a n n i r . Therefore,
some of the Tafsir authorities have said that, a t this place, 'tannur'
means the surface of the land in that water started overflowing from
- it. Some of them have said that it means the t a n n i r of Sayyidna Adam
r~~ 4 that was located a t 'ainul- wardah' in Syria - and water overflowed from it. Some others said that Sayyidni NEWS ?SUI & own tannkr was located in Kiifah and that was what it means. Most commentators - Sayyidni Hasan, Mujahid, Sha'bi, Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn
'Abbis LC dl
and others - have gone by this view.
* J

As for Sha'bi, he used to say on oath that this tannur was located in
a secluded quarter of the city of KGfah, and that Sayyidna Nuh ?K-rI &
had built his ark in the mosque of Kiifah. This tannkr was right by the
says
entrance to this mosque. Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S JJI
that Allah Ta'ala had told Sayyidna N i h rul4,'when you see water
overflowing from the oven in your home, know that the flood has
come.' (Qurtubi and Mazhari)
Commentator al-Qurtubi said: The sayings of commentators appear
to be different as to the meaning of tanner, but this, in reality, is not a
difference. When water began to bulge out, it overflowed from the
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bread baking oven, and from out of the surface of the land, and from
the oven of 'Ainul-Wardah in Syria. The Holy Qur'an has said explicitly:
&;TI c
S$ Tfi1~+gi4k&
~ (Then We opened the gates of the
heaven with rain pouring down and caused the earth to burst out with
springs - al-Qamar, 5 4 : l l ) .

<$

In his statement, Sha'bi has also said that this grand mosque of
Kifah has its own distinct status after al-Masjid al-Haram, al-Masjid
an-Nabawii and al-Masjid al-Aqsa.
Later in the verse, it was said: When the flood had started, Sayyidna N i h
was commanded: &,I' &;j ,
;;ji;: Q @!(Load in it a pair
,
of two from every kind).

3

This tells us that all kinds of animals were not loaded in the ark of
&. Loaded there were animals born to a pair of
Sayyidna Nuh
male and female and which cannot survive in water. Therefore, all sea
life stands excluded from here and so do land based life forms born
without male-female conjunction. This leaves only domestic animals
like the cow, ox, water buffalo, goat etc.
This removes the possible doubt as to how could the ark hold that
many animals.
After that, Sayyidna NLh r%jl LJL was asked to have his family
members - other than the disbelieving ones - board the ark, as well as
those who had believed in him, though they were only a few.
The exact number of those who sailed on the ark has not been determined in the Qur'an and Hadith. It has been reported from Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S LIILPJ that their total number was eighty,
which included three sons of Sayyidna NGh rUl+- Sam, Ham, Yafith
- and the three of their wives. The fourth son had stayed with the disbelievers and was drowned with them.

Verses 41 - 44

And he said, "Embark it. With the name hf Allah it sails
and anchors. Surely, my Lord is Most-Forgiving, VeryMerciful." [411
And it was sailing with them amidst the waves like
mountains. And NZh called out to his son, who was at
an isolated place, "0 my child, come on board with us,
and do not be in the company of the disbelievers." [421
He said, "I shall take shelter on a mountain which will
save me from the water." He said, "There is no saver today from the command of Allah, except the one to
whom He shows mercy." And the waves rose high between the two, and he was among the drowned. [431
And it was said, "0 earth, suck in your water, and 0
heaven, stop." And water subsided, and the matter was
over. And it (the Ark) came to rest on the Judiyy, and it
was said, "Curse be upon the wrongdoers." [44J

Commentary
Etiquette of boarding boats and other modes of conveyance
The first verse (41)teaches the etiquette of boarding boats and other modes of conveyance. One should board by saying: @$; l i j Z $1 +
,?
(With the name of Allah it sails and anchors). The word:
(majra
pronounced according to the reading (qirZah) of Imam Hafs a s 'majrzy7
with fathah on the letter m h and a major I m a a h [inclination] on the
letter r a ) means to sail or to move, and
(mum;) means to stop or
anchor. The sense is that the moving of this mode of transport owes itself to the power of Allah, and is with His name alone, a s well as its
stopping which is also subservient to nothing but His power.
t

Every conveyance moves and stops only with the power of
Allah Ta'ala
Even a little thought would show that no conveyance, a boat or any
other mode of transport that moves on land (or flies in the air) is really

within one's own power, neither its creating and making, nor its moving and stopping. A shallow view of things leads man to assume that
he is the one who has manufactured it and made it move. The reality
lies elsewhere. It does not take much to realize that man has not created iron, wood, brass, aluminum etc. which serve as raw material that
go into the making of these modes of conveyance. And it is also clear
that it does not lie in his control to create on his own a gram of iron or
a foot of wood. Then, who gave them the intelligence to design and produce all sorts of mechanical parts and instruments? How did he do
that? Did he create his own intelligence? Had it been within the power
of man, no one in this wide world would have remained dumb. Everyone would have been a Plato and Aristotle in his field. So, man puts together wood and iron and mechanical support from all sides, makes
the body and frame for the conveyance. Now he needs to haul tons of
weight easily and quickly on the land or in the air. He needs power to
do that. It may come through petrol, gas or hydro-electricity. Has man
created any of these? Did he create the petrol or gas, or water, or oxygen, or hydrogen?
If we were to look a t things impartially, we will realize that even in
this age of great scientific advancement, the helplessness of man is
still visible and it is true that the moving and stopping of every conveyance rests within the ultimate control of the creator of this universe.
The process of inventing things and making them work makes inventors self-centered. They start living in a hall of mirrors. They congratulate themselves to the limit that they lose touch with the reality
of things on a canvass larger than what they invent. Allah Ta'ZlZ tells
them through his prophets that there is more to their making that
they fail to see: G$;
G,& 41
+,(With the name of Allah it sails and anchors). This is the reakty. A brief statement, but very cpmprehensive.
In fact, it is a key to a door. Once he enters it, he lives in this mortal
world but turns into a citizen of the spiritual universe - seeing the
beauty of the Lord everywhere in it.
t

From here unfolds the difference between the world of a believer
and the world of a disbeliever. Both ride. But, when a believer steps in
there, the conveyance does not simply shorten his travel distances on
the land, it introduces him to the one higher, more sublime.

As stated in the second (42) and third (43) verse, when the whole
family of Sayyidna N i h rUl& had boarded the ark, a son whose
name has been reported as Kin'an (Canaan) was left out. Out of his paternal compassion, Sayyidna N i h r ~ \called out to him asking him
to come on board and warning him that he should not stay in the company of disbelievers otherwise he would be drowned with them. This
young man was aiready in league with those disbelieving enemies, in
fact, was himself a disbeliever. But, in all likelihood, Sayyidna NGh +L
r~~ did not know that he was a disbeliever. And even if he did know
that, the good counsel he gave to his son to board the boat and leave
the company of the disbelievers was in the spirit of asking him to repent from disbelief and enter the fold of faith. But, the unfortunate son
still took the flood to be something that will pass away and told him
not to worry about him for he would be safe from the flood by climbing
a mountain. Sayyidna NLh r~~ +warned him again that nothing was
going to save anyone, not even a mountain, from the punishment of Allah on that day and that there was no way one could remain safe from
it unless Allah Himself were to show mercy to him. This father-son dialogue was on from a distance when rose a wave of the flood and took
him down and away. Historical reports say that the level of the Flood
was fifteen yards above the highest mountain peak and according to
some other reports, it was forty yards high.

+

In the fourth verse (441, the recession of the flood and the return of
things to normal conditions has been described in a particular manner.
(0 earth,
Addressing the earth, Allah Ta'alE commanded: 4:'k $1
suck in your water). The sense was that the amount of water which
had bulged out from the earth was to be taken back in by the earth.
The sky was commanded to stop raining. The water from rains that
had already accumulated on the earth, nature channeled it into rivers
and streams for human beings to benefit by it. (Tafsir Qurtubi, Mazhari)

$;c

In this verse, Allah Ta'ala has given His commands by addressing
the heaven and the earth, although these are no sensate entities, a t
least outwardly. Therefore, some commentators have taken it in a figurative sense. But, the fact of the matter is that, in terms of our perception, things in the world which appear non-conscious, insensate,
and lifeless are, in all reality, live and conscious. Yes, their consciousness and perception are not of a level as given to humankind and oth-
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ers, therefore, by declaring them to be inanimate, they were not obligated with the percepts and injunctions of the Shari'ah. Many verses
of the Holy Qur'an confirm it, such as: !$&;
$! ;&i;I$, (and there is
no such thing which does not glorify Him with praises - 17:44). And it
is obvious that the glorification of Allah Ta'ala depends on knowing
Him, and knowing, on reason and consciousness. This tells us that
everything has reason and consciousness according to its respective capacity. From it, it recognizes its creator and whatever it has been assigned to do by Him. Everything knows it fully well and keeps doing it
/9,<J
staunchly as due. The verse of the Qur'an: d L - L
~J;&$ii;ii(gave
each thing its form then guided [it] - TZhii, 20:50) means exactly this.
Therefore, in this verse, if the address to the heaven and the earth is
taken in the real sense, it does not matter. Sage Rzmi said:
Dust, air, water and fire are all 'servants'
For you and me, dead, but with Him, live.
At the end of the fourth verse (441, it was said that the heaven and
the earth obeyed the orders and the matter of the flood was all over.
The Ark of Sayyidna N i h rUI
came to rest on the Mount J i d i y y
and it was declared that the unjust people have been cast far 'away
from the mercy of Allah' - (which is what curse is).
Mount Judiyy still stands there by that name. Geographically, it is
located on the border of Armenia near Ibn 'Umar Island north of Mousil in 'Iraq, the real home of Sayyidna NGh r~~ +. This is a mountain
range, part of which is called Judiyy. Another part of it is known as
Ararat. In the present Torah, the place where the Ark came to rest has
been identified as Mount Ararat. As obvious, there is not much of a
contradiction in these two reports. But, well-known old historical accounts also say that the ark of Sayyidna Nuh r ~ &l had come to rest
on Mount Jidiyy.
These accounts also mention that pieces of this ark are still there
a t many places in 'Iraq. These are kept and used as a relic.

+

According to Tafsir at-Tabari and al-Baghawi, Sayyidna Nuh
?)WIhad embarked the Ark on the tenth of the month of Rajab. For six
months, this ark sailed on the waters of the flood. When it reached the
spot where Baytullah was, it made seven circuits. Allah Ta'ala had

-

-

raised His House higher from being submerged. Then, on the tenth of
Muharram, the day of 'Ashura', the flood subsided and the ark came to
rest at the Mount of JGdiyy. Sayyidna Nuh
observed a thanksgiving fast on that day and asked everyone on the ark to do the same.
Some reports say that even animals that had shared the ark fasted on
that day. (Mazhari and Qurtubi)
The importance of the day of 'AshGrZ', that is, the tenth of Muharram, has been recognized in all religious codes of the blessed prophets.
In early Islam - before the fasts of Ramadan became obligatory - fasting on the day of 'AshGra' was fard. It is no more fard after the revelation of the obligatory status of fasting in Ramadan, but it continues to
be a practice of prophets, and a source of reward forever.

Verses 45 - 49

And Niih called unto his Lord and said, "My Lord, my
son is a part of my family, and surely, Your promise is
true, and You are the greatest of all judges." 1451 He
said, "0Nub, surely, he is not a part of your family. Indeed, he is (a man of) bad deeds. So do not ask Me
something of which you have no knowledge. I counsel
you not to be among the ignorant. [461
He said, "My Lord, I seek refuge with You against that I

-

--

-

ask You something of which I have no knowledge. And
if You do not forgive me and do not show mercy to me, I
shall be among the losers." [471
It was said, "0NGh, disembark in peace from Us and
with blessings upon you and upon the peoples
(springing) from those with you. And there are peoples
whom We shall give some enjoyment, then a painful
punishment from Us will visit them."1481
These are some reports from the unseen (events) which
We reveal to you. You did not know them before this,
neither you nor your people. So, be patient. Surely, the
end is in favor of the God-fearing. [491

Commentary
The remaining account of the flood associated with the name of
Sayyidna NGh ,UI +, along with instructions related to it, appears in
the five verses cited above.
When Can'aan, the son of SayyidnZ Nuh ,Ul+,did not board the
ark despite the counsel and call of his esteemed father who was still
concerned emotionally as he saw his son surrounded by the waves of
the flood. His filial love knocked at another door. He turned to his Lord
and prayed to Him on the basis of His promise that He would save his
family from the flood, and that His promise was true. But, conditions
were alarming and his son who was part of his family was going to be
swallowed by the flood. The only court of appeal he could now go to
was the court of the most just of judges for everything was in His power and control and that He could still save him from the flood.
In the second verse (46), came a stern response from Allah Ta'alE
whereby Sayyidna N i h ?U
Lj,
I was told that this son was no more a
part of his family because he was not good and right in what he did.
Therefore, it was not proper for him to approach Him with some request while being unaware of the true state of affairs. Then came the
mollifying remark that the good counsel was being given to him so
that he too does not become one of the ignorant.
Two things come out from what was said by Allah ~ a ' a l a :
1. Sayyidna Nuh rUlA& did not know about the disbelief of his son
clearly and fully. He thought he was a hypocrite, so he still took him to

be a believer. Therefore, identifying him as a part of his family, he
went ahead and prayed that he be saved from the flood. Otherwise,
had he known the true state of affairs about him, he would have not
made such a prayer. The reason is that he was already instructed in
clear terms that he should not, once the flood comes, speak about those
&,& $;
who had crossed the limit as it appears in verse 37 earlier j
$Y;,&$I
$51.After this clear and explicit injunction, it was irnpossible for a prophet of God that he would venture to do something
against it. The only possible explanation for this could be that, as suggested by the author of Bayan al-Qur'an, the desired objective of this
prayer is that his son becomes a believer and not that he be saved
from the flood under his present condition. But, Allah Ta'ala has not
&A
lack of knowledge about the disbelief of
taken Sayyidna Nub's
his son and the prayer for his deliverance based on it as sound excuses. Therefore, he was questioned a s to why he would make such a
prayer. This is a slip a t the highest level of the station of a prophet
which Sayyidna NGh ?UI & would himself refer to on the day of Resurrection when the whole creation will request him to intercede with
the Lord on their behalf. He would excuse himself by saying what had
happened to him, therefore, he would not dare any intercession.
I

,

Prayer for the disbelieving and the unjust is not permissible
A religious rule of conduct that we learn about here is that one
should first find out whether or not the objective for which he is making a prayer is permissible and hala (lawful). It is prohibited to make
Du'a(prayer) under doubtful circumstances. TafsTr Ruh al-Ma'ani with
reference to al-Baydawi reports that since this verse tells us about the
prohibition of Du'a under doubtful circumstances, it is automatically
inferred from it that it will be all the more prohibited to pray for anything known to be impermissible and unlawful.
This rule also helps us realize the absence of discretion among
modern day Shaykhs (spiritual masters) who have become used to
raising their hands of prayer for anyone who comes in asking for some
prayer to be made for him. Most of the time, they know that this person is not on the right, or is unjust, in the case for which he is asking
the Shaykh to pray. Or, the person is asking the Shaykh to pray for a
purpose that is not lawful for him, may be this person is looking for a
particular job or office through which he will become involved in earn-

ing unlawfully, or succeed in it by usurping someone's right.
When attending circumstances are known, such prayers are unlawful and impermissible after all. Even if the circumstances are
doubtful, taking the initiative to make Du'a, without first getting to
know the circumstances as they are and the lawfulness of the matter
in question, is also not appropriate.

Brotherly relations between believers and disbelievers
2. The second religious ruling that emerges from here is that a believer and a disbeliever may be blood relatives to each other, but when
it comes to religious and collective matters, this kinship will have no
effect. A person may be high born, he may come from the progeny of
men of high spiritual status, so much so that one may even have the
honor of being among the progeny of our most noble Prophet A& &I &
+,. But, this high lineage and this prophetic connection will also not
be taken into consideration as a factor in religious matters, if the person is not a believer. In religion, everything functionally depends on
faith, goodness and the fear of Allah. One who is good in deeds and
fears Allah, he is ours. If not like that, he is an alien.

Had concessions based on kinship been given even in religious
matters, brothers would have not crossed swords against each other in
the battlefields of Badr and Uhud. It is common knowledge among
Muslims that the battles of Badr, Uhud and al-Ahzab were fought
among individuals coming from the same families. This clearly demonstrates that Islamic nationality or brotherhood does not hinge on lineal
bond or geographical or linguistic unity. Instead, it revolves round
faith and deed. All believers, residents of any country, members of any
family and speakers of any language, are a single nation, a single
9, 05
brotherhood. The Qur'anic verse: :$! Z&>I ~ r (The
!
believers are but
brothers - 40:lO) means just this. Then, those who are deprived of faith
and good deeds, they are not members of the Islamic brotherhood. The
Holy Qur'an has made this reality all the more clear through the
+:$1 ,;f;j
words spoken by Sayyidna Ibrahim
(Indeed, we have nothing to do with you and with whatever you worship other than Allah - al-Mumtahinah, 60:4).

;m

II:~:~!

This humble writer has restricted the above rule to the 'religious
matters' only for the reason that, in worldly matters, demonstrating

good social behavior, moral grace, favor and generosity is something
different. It is quite permissible to deal even with someone not good
with these graces, in fact, it is recommended, and is a n act worthy of
thawzb (reward). Countless instances where the Holy Prophet &I&
+, +L and his noble Companions have treated non-Muslims with compassion, favor and good grace are sufficient to prove this.
In our time, the edifice of nationalities is raised on the foundations
of homeland, language or color whereby Muslims are segregated into
one or the other 'nation' under false banners. This is contrary to the
Qur'an, and Sunnah, and amounts to rising in rebellion against the
principles of political and social management enunciated by the Holy
Prophet
+IS
&I
&.

+,

Mentioned in the third verse (47) is the apology tendered by SayyidnG NGh ?L.!
&.
I In gist, it is a return to Allah in submission and entreaty, a prayer for the protection of Allah, His forgiveness for past
omissions, and a request for His mercy.
From here we learn that, should one commit a mistake, let him not
rely on his personal resolve to stay safe from it in the future. He
should, rather, seek the protection of Allah Ta'Glii and pray to Him
that He is the One who can keep him safe from errors and sins.
In the fourth verse (48), described there is the end of the flood.
When the flood subsided, the ark of SayyidnE NGh ?L.!I+L came to rest
on Mount Judiyy, the earth sucked its water back, standing water
from the heaven got preserved in the form of rivers and streams making the land habitable. Then, Sayyidni N G ?LJI
~ 4 was asked to disembark, go down the mountain, for there was nothing to worry about.
Blessings of Allah will be with him keeping him secure from any calamities and hardships and that he will prosper in terms of peace,
wealth and children.
According to this statement, the entire post-flood human popula.
At another
tion of the world is the progeny of Sayyidna Nuh rx-'l4
place, the Qur'in has said: W'I,$g;;&; (and those remaining We
made his descendants - 37:77). Therefore, historians refer to Sayyidni
NGh rL.!l+ as the second Adam.
Then, the promise of peace and blessing made to Sayyidna NGh +
r

~ isl not limited to his person, instead, it was said: &$f&&;(and
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upon the peoples [springing] from those with you). Those who boarded
the ark with Sayyidna Nuh plrj,have been identified with the word:
(umam) which is the plural form of LI (ummah: community). It releases the sense that those on board the ark consisted of different nationalities and communities, although we already know that those who
had embarked the ark were mostly people from the family of Sayyidna
NEh
r j , in addition to a few other believers as well. So, they were
identified as different communities and nationalities in the sense that
different communities and nationalities will spring forth from their future generations. This tells us that the whole human race to be born
up to the day of Qiyamah is included under the sense of the words: 2;
%'$:(peoples
[springing] from those with you).
This was the reason why it became necessary to elaborate the subject of peace and blessing as the coming generation would include believers and disbelievers both. As for peace and blessing for believers, it
is correct in its general sense for they would have peace and blessing
in the mortal world as well as in the Hereafter. But, the disbelievers
from this generation would have been consigned to the everlasting
punishment of Hell. How would it be correct to say that they would be
recipients of peace and blessing? Therefore, a t the end of the verse, it
~ p (And
k there are peoples whom We
was said: 31'312@*$,&&
shall give some enjoyment, then a painful punishment from Us will
visit them). It means that the peace and blessing they will enjoy in the
mortal world is like a feast thrown open to all, friends and foes alike.
Also participating in it will be those who take to disbelief from among
the progeny of Sayyidna Nuh ?UI rj,, but the salvation and prosperity
of the Hereafter shall be reserved for believers only. The disbeliever
will be given the return for his good deeds within the mortal world and
there will be nothing left for him to receive in the Hereafter where he
will find nothing but punishment waiting for him.
When the Holy Prophet +, Ljs JJI
came to know of this detailed
r j , and the Flood through revelainformation about Sayyidna N i h
tion, he related it to his people - this event, then became a standing
+&I himself as a
witness to the veracity of the Holy Prophet
genuine prophet. To alert him to this situation, it was said in the fifth
verse (49): 'As for Sayyidna NEh ?Ulr j , and the flood that came during
his time, these were pieces of information that lay in the domain of the

+,

unseen. He had no knowledge of it beforehand, nor his people, the Arabs, knew about it. It was he who told them about it. What was the explanation for it? How could it happen? There was no other explanation
but that Allah had Himself told him about it through revelation, because, had his people been educated and conversant with world history, it could be surmised that he had related these events after having
heard them from those learned people. But, when the whole lot of his
people was unaware of these events and their prophet too had never
gone to another country to get his education there, then, the only inlet
of this information stands determined conclusively. It was Wahy, the
divine revelation, which is a clear proof that the prophet is a true messenger of Allah.

&I&, it was said a t the end of
To console the Holy Prophet +,
the verse that there were so many open proofs to the fact that he was a
prophet and messenger of Allah. If there were some unfortunate human beings that see the sun yet insist that they do not, even challenge
him and confront him, then, he should look a t the role model of his
predecessor, Sayyidna Nuh r~~ 4,peace on him. He spent one thousand years of his long life suffering from pain inflicted by his people.
He remained patient. Let him stay as patient as he was - because, it
stands determined that success will ultimately kiss the hands of those
patient and God-fearing.
Verses 50 - 68

And to 'Ad (We sent) their brother Hiid. He said, "0 my
people, worship.Allah. You have no god other than
Him. You are nothing but fabricators. [50lO my people,
I ask you no reward for it. My reward is only on the
One who created me. Have you, then, no sense? [511And
0 my people, seek forgiveness from your Lord, then
turn to Him in repentance, so that He may release the
heavens pouring upon you and may increase you in
strength beside your strength, and do not turn away
like sinners." [521
They said, ''0 Hiid, you did not bring to us any proof,
and we are not to leave our gods on your statement,
and we are not to believe in you. [531 We do not say except that some of our gods have subjected you to some
evil." He said, "I make Allah my witness, and you be
witness that I have nothing to do with what you take as
gods besides Him. [54] So, try your plans against me, all
of you together, then give me no respite. [551 I place my
trust in Allah, my Lord and your Lord. There is no
creature but He takes it by the forelock. Surely, my
Lord is on a straight path, [561 Now, if you turn away, I
have already conveyed to you what I was sent to you
with. And my Lord will replace you with some other
people, and you cannot do Him any harm. Surely, my
Lord is guardian over every thing!' [571
And when came Our command, We saved HZd and
those who believed along with him, out of mercy from
Us, and We did save them from a heavy punishment.
[581

That was the tribe of 'Ad who rejected the signs of their
Lord, disobeyed their Messengers and followed the dictates of every obstinate tyrant! [591 And a curse was
made to pursue them in this world and on the Day of
Doom. Lo! The people of 'Ad disbelieved their Lord. Lo!
Curse be upon 'Ad, the people of Had. [601
And to (the people of) ha mud (We sent) their brother,

SZlih. He said, "0 my people, worship Allah. You have
no god other than Him. He has created you from earth
and made you settle therein. So, seek His forgiveness,
then turn to Him in repentance. Surely, my Lord is
near, responding!' [611
They said, "0 f$ilih, we had hopes in you before this. Do
you ask us not to worship what our fathers worshipped? And we are certainly in confounding doubt
about what you are calling us to." [621
He said, "0 my people, tell me: When I am on a clear
path, and He has bestowed mercy upon me from Himself, who will then come to my help against Allah, if I
disobey Him? So, you add on to me nothing but a loss.
[631 And 0 my people, this is the she-camel of Allah, a
sign for you. So, leave her free to eat in the land of Allah and do not even touch her with evil (intention),lest
a near punishment should seize you." [641
Then they slaughtered her. So, he said, "Enjoy yourselves in your homes for three days (only). That is a
promise, not going to be false." [651
So, when came Our command, We saved SZlih and those
who believed along with Him, out of mercy from Us,
and (We saved them) from the disgrace of that day.
Surely, your Lord is the Powerful, the All Mighty. [661
And those who transgressed were caught by the Cry,
and they were found dead in their homes, fallen on
their knees, [671 as though they had never lived there.
Lo! The people of Thamud disbelieved their Lord. Lo!
Curse be upon the people of Thamid. [681

Commentary
Mentioned in the first eleven verses (50-60) from the ones cited
above are the the events of the revered prophet of Allah, Sayyidna Hud
?UI
~ jby, whose name this Surah is identified. Appearing in this Surah, there are events related to seven blessed prophets and their peoLJL to Sayyidna Muss described in the
ples from Sayyidna Nuh
unique style of the Holy Qur'an. They have such flashes of lesson and
advice that no one with a responsive and discerning heart can remain
unaffected by them. Apart from their instructive aspects, they contain
many principals and subsidiaries of faith and good deed as well a s

